
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

August 12, 2021, NBC Chicago reported  the launch of Vax Verify, an online COVID jab veriCcation

portal for residents of Illinois. Anyone over the age of 18 can use the portal to check and

download their shot records for events and businesses that require it. Illinois Department of

Public Health director Dr. Ngozi Ezike said in a statement:

“As more businesses, events, organizations, and others require proof of vaccination,

Illinois residents will be able to con<rm using Vax Verify that they have been vaccinated

for COVID-19. With the current surge in cases, more people are making the decision to

get a COVID-19 vaccine and this new tool will aid residents in con<rming their

vaccination where needed.”

Will Your Medical Status and Finances Be Tied Together?

Identity authentication on the Vax Verify portal is done using a one-time veriCcation process

through the Cnancial credit score company Experian — a decision that suggests your medical

history and Cnances might become interconnected in the future.

This is risky territory, considering we’re already hearing calls to exclude unvaccinated individuals

from society in any number of ways. For example, politicians, government oTcials, health

authorities, media personalities and common folk have suggested making life untenable for the

unvaccinated by:

Requiring them to get tested daily at their

own expense

Docking their paychecks (provided they’re

allowed to work at all)

Charging them nonrefundable quarantine

fees

Denying them medical care at hospitals and

private medical oTces

Canceling their private insurance or raising

premiums by thousands of dollars a year

Suspending their gun permits

Suspending their driver’s licenses Denying access to loans

Withholding government assistance Withholding federal beneCts like Social

Security, VA beneCts, subsidized housing and

pensions

Barring them from bars and restaurants Barring them from exercise facilities and

hotels

Barring them from buying food in grocery

stores

Barring them from using public

transportation and traveling on airplanes

The way we’re going, it’s not hard to imagine a near future in which unvaccinated people aren’t

allowed to hold a job, get an education, travel or even have access to basic Cnancial services.

Taken at face value, the rhetoric thrown around right now indicates the plan is to basically destroy

the life of anyone who refuses to consent to be a part of this medical experiment.

This is as coercive as it can possibly get, and coercing volunteers to participate in human

medical trials is strictly forbidden by both national and international bioethics laws.  Yet it’s

happening at scale that is nothing short of mind-boggling, and with full support of the U.S.

government.

It’s Not ‘Just a Vaccine Passport’

For years, Naomi Wolf, author of the book, “The End of America: Letter of Warning to a Young

Patriot,” has warned that the United States is on the path toward tyranny. In the book, she lays out

10 steps toward tyranny that have been followed by virtually all would-be tyrants, be they on the

political left or right. They were followed in Italy in the '20s, Germany in the '30s, East Germany in

the '50s, Chile in the '70s, China in the '80s, and worldwide right now.

The 10 steps toward tyranny start with the invocation of a terrifying internal and/or external

threat. It may be a real threat or an imagined one, but in all cases, it’s a hyped-up threat. From

2001 onward, that threat was terrorism, which was used as the justiCcation for stripping us of our

liberties.

The “war on terror” has now shifted from unknown terrorists to an even more elusive enemy: the

virus. And unlike previous wars, enemies of the state now include a nation’s own citizens.

Punishable acts of terror have also shifted from blowing things up with explosives to simply

disagreeing with our government about medical matters and opposing irrational health

recommendations. “Opposition to COVID Measures” is now actually on the Department of

Homeland Security’s list of potential terror threats.

In a March 28, 2021, interview with Fox News’ Steve Hilton, Wolf explained how vaccine

passports will ultimately be used to control you and erase human liberty and freedom

altogether:

“‘Vaccine passport’ sounds like a <ne thing if you don’t understand what those platforms

can do,” she said. “I’m CEO of a tech company, I understand what these platforms can do.

It is not about the vaccine, it’s not about the virus, it’s about your data.

Once this rolls out, you don’t have a choice about being part of the system. What people

have to understand is that any other functionality can be loaded onto that platform … It

can be merged with your Paypal account, with your digital currency.

Microsoft is already talking about merging it with payment plans. Your network can be

sucked up. It geolocates you everywhere you go. Your credit history can be included. All

of your medical and health history can be included …

It is absolutely so much more than a vaccine pass … I cannot stress enough that it has

the power to turn off your life, or to turn on your life, to let you engage in society or be

marginalized.”

Digital ID Wallet Is Here

That the Great Reset is upon us is clear. At the end of July 2021, Thales announced  a digital

biometric ID wallet, designed to help you “access government services from anywhere.”

The article explains how the last 18 months have led to the necessity for digital equivalent of

services we’d normally access in person. Here, Thales spells out what has so far been brushed

off as a conspiracy theory:

“So-called digital ‘vaccination passports’ will play a key role in enabling citizens to

access all manner of services and will act as a precursor to the rollout of mobile digital

IDs.”

Thales admits that this is the intention behind the rollout of vaccine passports in the European

Union. Thales further explains that the digital IDs will:

Enable you to authenticate your identity

Allow you to keep multiple documents in one place

Combine identity veriCcation and payments

Manage digital signatures, thereby enabling the execution of contracts remotely

If you look at the list of suggested punishments for lack of COVID injection, you can see how this

technology could make all those processes more or less automatic. The vaccine passport simply

becomes a digital ID wallet, and without a digital ID wallet, you simply cannot do anything or go

anywhere.

If you’re upset that PayPal and other digital transaction services are shutting down your account

based on your personal views and the things you read,  just wait until your entire life is tied to a

digital ID and you miss your monthly mystery injection.

You might just Cnd yourself a nonperson all of a sudden, with no access to food, money or

services of any kind — and probably no real human being to complain or object to either.

Of course, this digital ID will undoubtedly be tied to a China-inspired social credit score as well,

so you might become a persona non-grata — an unacceptable and unwelcome outcast — simply

by crossing the street illegally or failing to pick up your dog’s poop. Video surveillance with facial

recognition is everywhere, and you already carry a geolocation tracker (or two) on your person. 

Legal Remedies for Privacy Violations Are Lacking

That vaccine passports will violate your privacy is virtually guaranteed. As noted by MSNBC

columnist Tiffany Li in an article titled, “The Risks of COVID ‘Vaccine Passports’ Are Scarier Than

You Might Think”:

“The lack of a federal privacy law leaves digital vaccine passports vulnerable to privacy

breaches, they don't solve the glaring problem of vaccination inequality, and, perhaps

most dangerously, they risk reinforcing a system of haves and have-nots when our poor

and marginalized communities are already suffering disproportionately in the pandemic

…

So while vaccine passports could help hasten the end of the pandemic, they also come

with severe risks to privacy, equality and civil liberties. There are ways to design vaccine

passport apps to preserve as much individual privacy as possible.

But the problem with any solution is that we lack legal remedies for privacy violations

and technological discrimination … There are few legal limits to what data a vaccine

passport app could collect, and things get complicated if people feel forced to use the

apps to re-enter society.

Of course, there are ways to solve these privacy and security problems. Vaccine passport

apps should collect as little information as possible — and only information that is strictly

necessary to verify vaccinations.

States and companies would need to promise not to sell the information collected by the

apps — or, at the very least, not to sell the health information or other sensitive private

information.”

Forget Privacy — You’ll Have None

Unfortunately, that’s not the plan. On the contrary, the plan is clearly to collect and join together

as much personal information as possible, and there’s no reason to think this data won’t be

shared for someone else’s proCt.

“ The Great Reset ties you to its control system
through an electronic ID linked to your bank
account, health records and social credit system,
so that it can then be used to dictate every facet of
your life.”

That’s what Google, Facebook and other platforms have done for years. Big Data is an industry all

its own, and they’re hardly going to forgo the chance to proCt from the unprecedented amount of

personalized data they can obtain from tapping into digital IDs. That seems a given at this point.

Add to that the facts that:

We have a Rockefeller Foundation white paper  stating that privacy must necessarily be

loosened if we are to conquer biological threats

Biological threats are the new never-to-actually-end war because it’s the highway to the Great

Reset

The Great Reset and subsequent technocratic rule depends on social engineering, and

Effective social engineering depends on big data from mass surveillance, combined with

artiCcial intelligence

We’re Headed Someplace Few Want to Go

As explained by independent journalist James Corbett,  the Great Reset ties you to its control

system through an electronic ID linked to your bank account, health records and social credit

system, so that it can then be used to dictate every facet of your life. If this pandemic has taught

us anything, it’s that wannabe dictators don’t give power back to the people once they have it.

Once you’ve given up even a modicum of freedom, you have to Cght tooth and nail to get it back.

We see this in states all across the U.S. right now, where governors are still holding on to

temporary emergency powers after more than 18 months. Freedom is simply never handed out,

and protecting your freedom is a lot easier than getting it back once it’s been taken from you.

Also, understand that all the hardware, software, surveillance technology and artiCcial

intelligence the technocrats need to run and ruin your life already exists. All they have to do is link

everything together and tie all the various data points to each individual person. Once that’s done,

you either obey whatever decree comes out next, or you’ll Cnd yourself unplugged from the

matrix that is everyday life.

In a January 7, 2021, article titled “Technocrats Embrace a New COVID Policy: Vaccine

Passports,”  Mitchell Nemeth noted that “For now, the concept of a vaccine passport is only an

idea in the abstract.” Fast-forward a mere seven months, and we’re already in the thick of it, with

state and national governments around the world rolling out health passports and mandates to

match.

At the time, Nemeth pointed out that the Chinese Communist Party was embracing the idea and

urged countries to “harmonize” their policies with that of China, where QR codes are used to

designate who may or may not enter public spaces, based on their infection status — using a test

now known to produce mostly false positives.

China’s surveillance system is such they can track to the minute an infected person’s journey

through the city, automatically tagging each and every person they came within 6 feet of along

the way, so they can then get a no-go QR code and have to quarantine at home.

CDC Misled Us About Outdoor Transmission Risk

While we’re on the topic of transmission, I hope you watch Tucker Carlson’s report at the top of

this article. He covers quite a bit of ground in just 15 minutes, including the revelation that the

CDC lied when it claimed outdoor transmission accounted for “less than 10% of COVID cases” —

a statistic that led to the recommendation to wear a mask when walking or exercising outdoors.

As it turns out, the 10% statistic was “based partly on a misclassiCcation of some COVID

transmission that actually took place in enclosed spaces,” according to The New York Times,

which broke the story in early May 2021.

“Saying that less than 10% of COVID transmission occurs outdoors is akin to saying that

sharks attack fewer than 20,000 swimmers a year. (The actual worldwide number is

around 150.) It’s both true and deceiving,” The New York Times said.

What’s more, even indoors, the transmission rate is exceedingly low — likely below 1% and

possibly as low as 0.1%, Carlson reports. So, even indoors, your risk of getting infected is low,

with or without a mask. Certainly, you accomplish nothing good by wearing it outdoors,

particularly if you’re exercising.

‘Passports Don’t Prove Immunity; Only Compliance’

Getting back to the passport issue, in a mid-August 2021 blog post,  independent journalist

Sharyl Attkisson pointed out what should be obvious to everyone yet for some reason still isn’t:

“Vaccine passports don’t prove immunity; only compliance.”

The reason is simple. The COVID shots don’t prevent infection or transmission. This is admitted

by all COVID shot developers, the CDC and real-world infection data. Since the shots cannot

prevent infection or transmission, those who have gotten the jab are no less of a risk to other

people than an unvaccinated person. So, what public health beneCt, exactly, does the vaccine

passport offer?

“The only sure thing a vaccine ‘passport’ or veri<cation proves is that somebody

complied with advice or mandates,” Attkisson writes. “It does not guarantee that the

person has any level of immunity. The person could be infected with COVID-19, and could

be spreading it to others.

Meantime, absent from much public discussion is the broader and longer lasting

immunity scientists believe is enjoyed by the 120 million+ Americans who have recovered

with COVID (or been infected without showing any symptoms).

This group, according to the bulk of scienti<c data, generally has better protection than

the group of vaccinated patients, particularly among the vaccinated for whom the

vaccines are no longer proving as effective as the early months after the shots. What do

you think is behind the push to require vaccination and passports, and ignore natural

immunity?”

Commenters on Attkisson’s blog overwhelmingly thought the intention behind vaccine passports

is power grabbing, population control and increasing the Big Pharma revenue stream. What’s your

take?

How Might Vaccine Passports Affect Our Economy?

In closing, a blog post by the Birch Gold Group, a precious metal IRA specialist, delves into how

vaccine passports might affect the Cnancial realm and reshape the economic landscape:

“Yes, it’s an o_cial concern now … A mandatory ‘vaccine passport’ … Should a mandatory

vaccine passport system be implemented, life will never be normal again … Such a

program would mean that around half the country could be put in the position of hearing

they have no right to employment or possibly even general interaction in trade because

they won’t take the experimental jab ...

Second, we have to consider what the immediate economic and <nancial effects will be

in light of this con`ict. For example, look at the amount of relocation and migration that

has happened in the U.S. in the past year alone … As has been well documented, blue

states are much slower in recovering economically when compared to red states with

less restrictions. Not only that, but money moves with people. This is a hard reality …

But let’s say for a moment that vaccine passports were somehow implemented

everywhere in the country at the same exact time. What would happen then? Well, the

amount of bureaucracy that would be added between the average consumer and

everyday trade would be immense, and with red tape comes a slowdown in business.

Whole new wings of the government would have to be created to track and enforce

vaccine passports rules … Regular inspections of businesses would have to be enacted,

and new taxes would have to be created to pay for the system …

The end result would be the complete disintegration of the small business sector … and

of course many millions of jobs would be lost in the process. Less competition means

ever increasing prices and a lower quality of goods and services …

Then again … [w]hen governments restrict domestic trade and limit consumer

participation based on frivolous requirements, people … <nd other ways to get the things

they need more freely. This means black market trade or barter markets, alternative

currencies and sometimes entire underground economies …

And this is where the government disguise of humanitarianism will really fall away and

true tyranny will be revealed … By providing services for each other, common people

would be ‘opening the door’ to survival outside of the system, and if survival is possible,

then non-vaccination is possible. Therefore, the argument will be made by the

establishment that alternative economies need to be eliminated ‘for the good of society

as a whole.’

There is always an excuse for totalitarianism. With a large portion of the population

seeking a means to live without oppression, alternative markets will thrive, and the

government will make war on them. Which means the people will be forced to make war

on the government. It’s inevitable under every scenario …

Straight barter will be useful, but so will precious metals (especially gold and silver)

along with other hard commodities with intrinsic value and utility. What I see in the near

future is economic disaster in the wake of any attempt at a vaccine passport system.

Millions will lose their jobs or quit their jobs in protest.

Small businesses will disappear under the weight of bureaucracy and constant scrutiny.

The quality of goods and services will suffer as competition shrivels. But I also see the

birth of a whole new economic system outside of the mainstream control grid. I see true

free markets returning, and eventually, I see full blown rebellion.

What I suggest is that people get ready for this eventuality. We need to become

producers again, rather than mere consumers. In order to position ourselves for success

in the new trade environment we have to be able to make necessities, repair necessities

or teach necessary skills. Those that are able to do this will do very well within alternative

markets.”

Reject Vaccine Passports

Like the author of that Birch Gold piece, I see nothing positive coming from mandatory COVID

injections and vaccine passports, only the destruction of lives and livelihoods. And that’s not

even taking into account the potential destruction of people’s health.

Already, roughly half of the American population has put themselves at risk for serious health
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problems in the future, the full extent of which remains to be seen. Can the health care system

survive such an onslaught?

Will the medical system even survive in the long term if worst-case predictions come true and

people realize they’ve been duped by people they’ve been brought up to trust with their lives? And

who’s going to pay for the medical carnage — again, if worst-case suspicions do come true?

The way out of this nightmare, I believe, is to just say “No” now, while there’s still enough of us to

turn this tide around. Yes, you might lose your job. Don’t quit. Let them Cre you and get the cause

(vaccine refusal) in writing. Yes, you might not be able to oy on certain airlines for the time being,

or go on a cruise this summer. This is about the long game. Any freedom you’re willing to give up

today, you won’t get back tomorrow.

Remember, the vaccine passport/digital ID wallet will only remain valid as long as you’re in

compliance with the rules of the day. Right now, the price of admission to society is one or two

COVID shots. In a couple of months, it’ll be another shot. And then another, and then something

else.

Once you’re get on this compliance treadmill, you cannot get off. You have to keep complying, no

matter what’s asked, or lose your “privileges” — which used to be everyday freedoms we’ve taken

for granted our entire lives. Is that really the life you want for yourself and your children?

If not, you have to be brave. The good news is that in this war, we don’t have to dodge bullets. But

we do have to exercise moral courage, and simply say “No, I won’t give up my freedom. Not for a

virus. Not for anything.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of

thousands of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-

selling book on Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,073 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Vaccine passports are becoming passports for more contigious virus strains, passports for more deaths for those vaccinated,

passports to perpetuate the application of new vaccines, passports for the loss of personal identity, passports for genocide, passports

to the Great Reset , the rule of big capital and tyranny. The CDC released a study on July 30 on Barnstable County, Massachusetts. It

found that 74% of the July COVID-19 cases were fully vaccinated people. The study also concluded that viral loads in fully vaccinated

people were higher than in unvaccinated people. Therefore, the CDC admitted that these injections serve no other purpose than to make

people sick. I this says the CDC, the truth is more overwhelming and dramatic. Indiana's Dr. Dan Stock went viral simply for telling the

truth and factual science about these lethal injections last week. Video on the link https://youtu.be/LLYBqjX0l0g
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Sean "Jeff Spicoli" Penn is calling for mandatory mRNA injections for all of Hollywood. Fully-vaccinated Hollywood celebrities

wondering why they are suddenly getting COVID-19, cancer and worse. These are some of the results: - Christina Applegate:

Multiple Sclerosis  - Kathy GriTn: Lung Cancer  - Reba McEntire: COVID-19 despite being "fully vaccinated"  - UPDATE August 19,

2021 - Melissa Joan Hart confused as to why she has “COVID-19” despite being fully vaccinated. It’s not COVID-19, Melissa. You

poisoned yourself.  - Heidi Ferrer: Suicide. Nick Guthe, her husband, said Ferrer received an experimental Moderna mRNA

injection on March 8. Here is what he said:

“A lot of long-haulers felt [it] could improve their symptoms. In her case it had just the opposite effect. It set her back to where

she was last July, and also led to the neurological tremors that were very scary, almost like Parkinsonian tremors that kept her up

late at night, and made sleeping impossible. I think she just felt that she was only going to diminish, she was going to lose the

ability to walk, end up in a wheelchair, not be able to bathe herself.”

thecovidblog.com/2021/08/12/fully-vaccinated-hollywood-celebrities-won..  (august 12, 2021)
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Here is a link to that Barnstable County "CDC Morbidity and Mortality" report:

www.barnstablecountyhealth.org/newsroom/7-30-21-cdc-morbidity-and-mort..   The 74% Cgure is right there in the summary, on

page 2.
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Gui - that's horrifying (what the shot has done to people) - but I see it here.  I see it like NIGHT AND DAY.   And what a person will

tell themselves: "I did my duty to society and got this shot.  I am Cne.  See?  Nothing happened to me, you should take it too."  

LIE.  I see the discomfort, I see them drinking more alcohol to make their body feel better, I see the brain fog, I see the insomnia.

That's just for starters, but I see it!  I wonder how many live in that denial?     This video with Dr. Dan Stock - I got goosebumps

watching it - THAT DOCTOR CAN SPEAK!!!!!!
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* "absent from much public discussion is broader & longer lasting immunity scientists believe is enjoyed by the 120 million+

Americans who have recovered with COVID (or been infected without showing any symptoms)." - "This group, according to the

bulk of scientiCc data, generally has better protection than the group of vaccinated patients, particularly among the vaccinated

for whom the vaccines are no longer proving as effective as the early months after the shots.

To many are already shut out & if we are to be shut out than run than with it. If you want to win don't play their game - because

any freedom you give up today, you won't get back tomorrow. It's up to us to actually develop a real build back better from the

bottom up. Nothing is coming for the good of all from the current power structures. - * "[w]hen governments restrict domestic

trade & limit consumer participation based on frivolous requirements, people - Cnd other ways to get the things they need more

freely. This means black market trade or barter markets, alternative currencies & sometimes entire underground economies …*

 "this is where the government disguise of humanitarianism will really fall away & true tyranny will be revealed … By providing

services for each other, common people would be ‘opening the door’ to survival outside of the system, & if survival is possible,

then non-vaccination is possible. So, the argument will be made by the establishment alternative economies need to be

eliminated ‘for the good of society as a whole.’

There is a reason indigenous populations are hounded out of existence. The Divide to Rule crowd can't let the reality of different,

better, healthier systems can exist. The reason why laws were passed to arrest early European Immigrants & Settlers from

running away & joining native tribes.   We will need to marry the best of the old with the best of the new from the bottom up to

starve the Beast to co-create with the Foundations of Life for a New Earth.
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Everybody it touting 74% of the people in Barnstable who got Covid were vaccinated, as if more 'vaccinated' people got sick. But

nobody states that 74% of people in Massachusetts have been 'vaccinated'. That tells me that the 'vaccine' has no effect

whatsoever on preventing Covid, not that more 'vaccinated' people are getting sick. At the outset, the 'vaccine' maker said that it

wouldn't prevent people from getting Covid, just that they wouldn't get as sick. The Crst part has been ouffed over when the

'vaccines' were rolled out.

The other number may be more important. Four out of the Cve people who are in the hospital there were 'vaccinated'. That tells

me that the 'vaccinated' are getting sicker. Or maybe not. Since it's a small number, it can't hit the numbers exactly, but one sick in

the unvaxxed group, and four in the 'vaccinated' group at 80% is close to the 74%/26% breakdown. At the very least, the 'vaccine'

isn't guaranteeing that the 'vaccinated' will only get a mild case. Again, it seems to have no effect. Why take the risks associated

with this 'vaccine' if there is no beneCt? And the risks are numerous and growing.
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www.youtube.com/watch
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Thank you GERALDS, this shows that Delta infection resulted in equally high SARS-CoV-2 viral loads in vaccinated and

unvaccinated people. Paternalistic truths that do not solve anything because they do not solve the problem of covid treatment.

This is the CDC Mass media cover up of vaccine-autism link perpetuated by the CDC

www.truthwiki.org/cdc-centers-for-disease-control-and-prevention/   As Dr. Mercola is reporting high viral loads suggest an

increased risk of transmission. So coinciding with the CDC statement, vaccinated people infected with Delta can transmit the

virus. And now again the masks and more loss of freedom. This is the result of unnatural measures that culminates in vaccines,

which cause new, more contagious strains, with the aggravation that vaccines depress the immune system. A vicious cycle that

culminates in a planned genocide
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Yes, Trazy, Dr. Dan Stock is a practicing physician in Indiana, specially trained in immunology and the regulation of inoammation.

He's blowing the whistle, big time, about how we're dealing with this "pandemic" in all the wrong ways, which is just making it

worse. Covid, "cannot be prevented with a vaccine because they do not do exactly what you want them to do," he explained. "And

he will pursue this for the rest of his life until he recognizes that the Centers for Disease Control and the Indiana State Board of

Health are giving him very bad scientiCc guidance." www.lifesitenews.com/news/doctor-slams-cdc-nih-local-health-board-for-..  

As Balhawk puts it, in his comment: "Perhaps this pathological obsession with celebrities could help shed light on the real

damage these blows are causing." Yes, celebrities have more contact with the media and television. This is a good Celd of action

to convince people of the serious risks they face with the Covid vaccine. Of course, the brainwashing that is taking place with the

misinformation of covid vaccines, and the defamation of scientists and doctors who transmit the true science of health, like Dr.

Mercola, is the motive and the needs of the Cght in all. possible fronts.
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Yes, Just, the indigenous peoples represent a hindrance to the sovereign plans of the Great Reset. These towns are being

invaded with new roads to promote agriculture and industry and bringing diseases that these peoples had dominated. They have

a treasure that is being destroyed: nature, plants, healthy food. The western invasion destroys the culture they have protected for

millennia and the lands they have guarded. This is not a unique story, but something tragically common to indigenous peoples in

all corners of the Earth.

Nature is key to the identity, religion, culture and community of most indigenous peoples. It is your obligation to protect it. The

community takes many of the elements of the natural world as sacred: plants, animals, water, land, rain, wind, seas. Indigenous

peoples have grown and resisted for centuries to protect their culture, which includes their lands. The land is their culture and a

vital piece of our legacy.

Yes, it is necessary to Cght the slavery of the Great Reset. We do not want to have owners who take away our freedom of thought

and action. We do not want the new landlords of big capital, the monopolies and the surveillance state, the technocratic forces

and the transhuman man, and we certainly do not want vaccines.

Empowered Communities are a good front in the Cght to achieve natural immunity and the right to evade the Covid vaccine while

avoiding a destructive globalism of come and riches in favor of the tyranny imposed with the Great Reset. An initiative to seek

the participation of community-based organizations, the support of true health science, biodynamic agriculture and the

conservation of the environment with renewable energies, so that together they can achieve concrete, integrative and

sustainable solutions to Cght against the great threat of tyrants who want to dominate bodies and minds.
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Yes, DebbyW, because the misinformation and defamation of the true scientists, has erased from people's minds what is really

happening, that you have portrayed it very well with real data. The mainstream media is literally trying to convince people that

even though most “COVID-19” deaths are those who have been fully “vaccinated,” that just means the “vaccine” is “effective and

imperfect.” Wait, so if most people who die of COVID-19 are fully vaccinated against COVID-19, how in the world is that

“effective” on any level? The puppets in the media actually expect us to believe this nonsense. The less sense it makes, and the

worse the news about this “vaccine,” which is actually an experimental gene therapy, the more they seem to push the shot.

Spiegelhalter and Masters cited recent reports showing that a large percentage of recent COVID-19 deaths in the UK were

vaccinated people. The Public Health England (PHE) technical report on June 25 showed that 43 percent of recent deaths in the

country were fully vaccinated people. Sixty percent of the people who died received at least one dose of the COVID-19 vaccine.

Coronavirus cases are on the rise across the UK, despite 8 out of 10 adults having received the GM 'vaccine'.

www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/msm-tries-to-convince-the-public-deaths..  ~

www.theguardian.com/theobserver/commentisfree/2021/jun/27/why-most-peo..  ~

www.livemint.com/news/world/uk-virus-cases-surge-even-as-8-in-10-have-..
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What a joke.....Hollywood being told what to do by that sniveler???? MOST of them far left wing crazies to begin with anyway,

most more than willing to roll up their pretty sleeve. Not even surprising but is  Sad.
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Nobody has been "vaccinated" against covid-19! Yes, Gui; the "vaccine passports" are giving us only a glimpse of what is to

come. If the zombie masses/Lemmings continue to go along with this ruse - we will have NO "Rights and Freedoms" left! I am not

exaggerating here! In Canada; they're still telling us that the majority of the "infected", are the unvaxxed...and if you believe that,

I'm still looking to sell that big "bridge"!
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Yes Guillermo, good points... really, ultimately, questions: where does this "passport" get you?  Do we really want to go there? The

very idea of a “health passport” is a notion that could only arise from a place I would not care to visit and would not choose to

belong to. The greatest societies should stand for something beyond the pretense of being obsessively safe through

technocratic standardizations of body and mind. The ideals a society purports to uphold are now often symbolized through living

icons, increasingly entertainers, sports stars, politicians, faux-journalists or vaunted health “authorities.” But when those icons

concertedly coax, shame and coerce a type of blind obedience that stands in stark contrast to the land’s most cherished values

of liberty, and when those icons—effectively glamorous thought police—baldly demonstrate that they front for the established

order of corporate power, hard choices confront the average citizen.  The Immunity Passport: Where Will You Go

www.minds.com/darzoum/blog/https-www-minds-com-darzoum-blog-1229221582..
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Yes, LIN, it is not surprising because celebrities are probably the ones who are the most afraid, the most relations with the

disinformation media and the most social contact they are subjected to. A famous Spanish singer Julio Iglesias has spent time

alone at his home in Miami, especially since the Covid pandemic began. Fear will likely bring him greater health problems than he

already has.
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Yes, RANDY, you have deCned it very well, vaccines and passports augur a very bleak future if the zombies do not open their eyes

and start to see the light. More than the light they need the August sun to have if their minds come out of lethargy, although it

seems very diTcult. We will try to convince those who have not yet reached the level of zombies. Surely you, with your strong

arguments, get it. In Canada there are still many unvaccinated people, so there is hope.

health-infobase.canada.ca/.../vaccination-coverage   This imposition, which goes against all the rights of a person to receive

medical treatment, is it true ?: Toronto Mayor John Tory announced on Thursday, Aug. 19, that all city staff must be fully

vaccinated for the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19 ) by Oct. 30. MAYOR OF TORONTO MANDATES COVID-19 VACCINE FOR CITY

EMPLOYEES www.lifesitenews.com/news/mayor-of-toronto-mandates-covid-19-vaccine-f..
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Very well deCned an important problem, David, the "effectively glamorous thought policy" icons are showing total submission to

vaccines and all the mandates of corporate power, giving one more example of how the media struggle drives a path that will

only bring tragic consequences. The vaccine passport marks a course of more submission where humanity, prey to the

domination of the mind, is led to diseases and hatred of the unvaccinated. They do not realize that said passport opens the way

to a much deeper state: disease for life, a depressed immune system, being exposed to the covid with more cases of death and

serious diseases, control and surveillance, poverty, As inequalities, division, in short a humanity that will be easy prey for a

technocracy that seeks nothing but its power and that promotes fascism and tyranny.

Of these icons, journalism is the most treacherous to freedoms. A leaked video is circulating on alternative social media

exposing Daily Mail Australia editor Barclay Crawford as a vaccine propagandist who speciCcally instructed his staff to ridicule

"anti-vaccines" in his articles. The video shows Crawford participating in a virtual meeting with staff members, some of whom

can be heard congratulating that they are doing a good job promo “You’re all champions,” Crawford is heard saying. “We’ll keep

trying to run stories that are, um, call out the ‘anti-vax’ weirdos and, and point out why, why we need to get it and why it’s

important,....and not run down.” gab.com/.../106629591332231565
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Yahoo Australia reports on a pro-vaccine journalist who obviously nearly died from the vaccine. diagnosed with pericarditis, or

inoammation of the heart due to the PCzer vaccine.au.news.yahoo.com/aussie-journalist-shares-intense-covid-vaccine-side-..  

Over the next year we're going to see a WAVE OF DEATHS among journalists, doctors and pharmacists who all pushed the

vaccine with deliberate lies- Now that fully vaccinated people are 13 times more likely to be injured, hospitalized, or killed by the

variant "Delta" compared to people with natural immunity, it is not diTcult to calculate all this: the next wave of deaths will be

among those themselves vaccinated, many of whom were also propagandists for the vaccine industry

es.scribd.com/document/521947447/2021-08-24-21262415v1-full#from_embed  

Japan, meanwhile, has discovered a contaminant affecting millions of doses across hundreds of vaccine injection sites there,

and a health ministry oTcial describes the contaminant as "magnetic" and "possibly metal." This means people are, in fact, being

injected with substances that respond to magnets, which obviously explains why covid vaccines are allowing magnets to stick to

peoples' bodies. SITUATION UPDATE, AUG 27TH, 2021 - JOURNALISTS START DYING FROM THE SAME "VACCINES" THEY'VE

BEEN PUSHING www.brighteon.com/2c141a10-9693-4117-8e97-650a2c72eba4
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Guillermo, I fully agree with you that the so-called "journalists" shilling for pharma earn a special place of scorn from humanity.

 They are truly traitors, since their entire purpose is to hold the powerful accountable and report to the people.  What could be

more shameful than a paid-off script reader pretending to be a journalist?
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David, now I have been able to enter your blog. Your reading on the immunity passport is very interesting. I advise your reading.

The end: "The compliant receive oTcial validations for their self-image of being reasonable, cooperative and compassionate, but

this oattery is merely the cloaking of naked ignorance in an imagined cloth of royal hue. They dutifully and virtuously don masks

and social distance as if it's a time-honored and noble tradition. With the entire “pandemic” as a set up, the formerly unthinkable,

“immunity passports,” will become practically self-evident in their minds, never suspecting the stealthy artiCce involved in

conceiving and planting this idea well before Covid-19 ever arrived. They will never suspect, until it is too late, that its use as a

supposed pandemic tool is the least and most benign of its applications, or that this passport only earns your entry into hell.
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I would like to say that many years ago I realized where the claim to political power was going, and who its constituents were.

When nausea allowed me to coordinate actions, I moved my address to places where "they" would not go so easily: lest I have to

meet them around the corner at any moment. I have never participated in social media or use WSP. My access to the internet is

contingent on what I am doing at the moment, and its objectives in order to raise awareness in anyone regarding the primacy of

freedom: more important than life and Cnances. And that is the limit of my link to the service provider.

Dismantling cities and industry is a prerequisite, but Crst you must remove the attachment to "THAT" lifestyle. And there must be

many who agree on it, because the way out - for now - is to "oee to the mountains", if the apocalyptic expression resonates, in its

literality and / or its symbolism. It is a matter of degree. And no one survives right off the bat in that scenario without the

accompaniment of others, ... in addition, not counting climate change, which is another added complication. These extremes

have a reason: "They" will continue to insist on controlling. And that is non-negotiable because it is unacceptable ... If there is no

success in it, physical death is the only thing we are certain of, sooner or later. We have had her from the start. What we are

about is a life in which existence remains free, and the future ... human. "They" threaten our life because it is the only thing they

understand is worth: physical life.
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The picture of Tucker Carson: His eyes seem to say, " tell me the truth" His heart seems to be connected to reality.
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Yes, Anmael that is the objective of the Great Reset to take over the ruined companies to create the big monopolies controlled by

the big capital of the globalist elites. It is depressing to think that most of those who have already received the jab did not have to

be threatened with the loss of their job or social status. They happily volunteered for this great experiment. They have handed

over their freedom, their personal qualiCcations, and their critical thinking to their new teachers: the people who run the world's

governments, the largest corporations, and the social media giants of Big Tech.

Biopolitics has entered the scene with the domination of minds and the application of fascist measures. The ongoing bipolitical

dynamic has to do with the double process of medicalization of politics and politicization of medicine. Biopower becomes

biopolitics, with measures through which the state maintains control over the physical bodies of the population, such as

vaccination passports and the monitoring and criminalization of the unvaccinated.

The most disturbing factor constituting the intertwining of politics and biological life is the shift from ordinary democratic

procedures towards emergency provisions to standardize political procedures from democratic states to those of authoritarian

states where freedoms are repressed. It is a full submission against humanity, it is a true crime where the body is destroyed by

disease and death and the soul and the human mind is deprived of its will.
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An interesting appreciation, ICONOCLAST
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Then we must put together a complete substitute economy for those of us who intend to remain unvaccinated. That will entail a return

to a historic medieval economy which revolves around what we here in the UK describe as a Market Town. Mine is Alton in Hampshire,

and I have done my best to describe the function of market towns in by free PDF book, The Road Ahead from a Grass Roots

Perspective. You can buy everything you need in a free market which here involves a street which is closed to all except pedestrians,

and the market stalls; particularly, everything you need food wise is available . . . in the street, not inside any building. Next we will need

a speciCc credit union . . . you do not need a bank. Even better, do away with all forms of credit and stick to debit cards. We already have

food banks, free food . . . eventually, we can rediscover how our ancestors survived during the dark ages; by sticking together in small

groups, doing our best to support each other. Again, books such as The English Village Community; Examined in its relations to the

manorial and tribal systems and to the common or open Celd system of husbandry by Frederic Seebohm, LL.D, F.S.A. published

Longmans, Green, and Co. 1896. We have all we need, if we open our eyes to past history of human success.
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Thanks ChrisColes, yes, there is a need to Cght the slavery of the Great Reset. We do not want to have owners who take away our

freedom of thought and action. We do not want the new landlords of big capital, the monopolies and the surveillance state, the

technocratic forces and the transhuman man, and we certainly do not want vaccines. You have presented proposals that can be

effective in not supporting the capitalism of oppression and planned genocide. Villages on fertile land are more developed and

prosperous. The installation of water and climate also contributes to the growth and prosperity of the villages. the condition of

agriculture, rural economy and cottage industries under the economic factor. The growth of the village community depends on

the conditions of agriculture, clean energy systems. If agriculture produces a good harvest, the economic situation of the

townspeople will be better. Cooperation is another social factor for the growth of the village community,

As mentioned yesterday, Empowered Communities are a good front in the Cght to achieve natural immunity and the right to

evade the vaccine against Covid while avoiding a destructive globalism of come and riches in favor of the tyranny imposed with

the Great Reset. An initiative to seek the participation of community-based organizations, the support of true health science,

biodynamic agriculture and the conservation of the environment with renewable energies, so that together they can achieve

concrete, integrative and sustainable solutions to Cght against the great threat of tyrants who want to dominate bodies and

minds.
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Permaculture is a basis for achieving empowered communities with a design of sustainable environments in all its dimensions:

social, economic and environmental, where human societies must be able to satisfy their basic needs within ecological limits.

For this we need three ethical principles: Caring for the earth: the conservation of soil, forests and water as necessary for the

development of all living beings. Caring for people: which implies the satisfaction of basic human needs; Distribute surpluses:

inviting to reinvest surpluses in the system. Man should observe nature more and respect it by creating integrated systems,

investing in renewable sources avoiding climate change and ensuring the future of future generations.

Permaculture should be promoted as one more strategy to move towards more livable cities and with lower social and

environmental costs. It must be incorporated into a framework that is not new to urban planning, and that addresses the

increasingly urgent challenge of moving towards sustainable cities. The THREE ETHICAL PRINCIPLES of permaculture are

fundamental: (1) caring for the land, (2) caring for people and (3) setting limits on consumption and reproduction, and

redistributing surpluses. These ethical principles provide a basis for permaculture to design and enact a more just, equitable and

sustainable world, far from the rirania imposed by big capital in the Great Reset. THE PROJECT GUTENBERG EBOOK, THE

ENGLISH VILLAGE COMMUNITY, POR FREDERIC SEEBOHM www.gutenberg.org/.../46354-h.htm
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I'm all for excercising our rights to refuse the kill-shots and to live relatively freely like we did pre C19 and applaud your initiative

Chris, but do you, for even a moment think that the dictators will allow such "free markets" to exist in the open? They have

already proven world-wide more than willing to employ police using the latest technology to subdue and quash "rebellion", even

to the extent of using drones to Clm and then prosecute people walking their dogs in the Peak District of Derbyshire, miles from

anywhere, or spying on young people in Australia enjoying fresh air and sunshine on beaches.  And then there are the violent

attacks on peaceful protesters worldwide campaigning for their freedoms back.  At Crst it was manhandling, then mounted

police, then the use of batons and tasers, until we now see rubber bullets and tear gas in Australia.

For those who live in towns and cities; they have no hope of participating in such free market schemes.  The ever increasing

surveillance and the use of fellow citizens to rat on their neighbours and even family members just like in Nazi Germany of the

'30s and 40's is already working well for the tyrants. There has to be an answer, but I fear that your solution is not it.  It may work

for a time, for a few, but they will never allow such enclaves to exist openly, and they will be driven underground; wretched and

desperate rebels like in some dystopian movie, the like of which no one has yet made.  Brave New World and 1984 pale into

insigniCcance.

I'm sorry to sound so negative, but the only hope I see is for the general population to wake up and refuse to accept what is

happening to our world.  The people of France seem to be on the right track by their peaceful family protests, sitting in the

streets having picnics outside the establishments accepting only those weilding "Vaccine Passports".  Perhaps there is some

hope for humanity.
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During the Depression, there was a city in the US (not sure exactly which one, so I will not attempt to name it) that printed their

own "Depression Dollars" with the support of city fathers.  It was recognized that most of what people needed to survive could be

produced locally, so this elaborate barter system was set up.  I seem to recall that it required a 20% Cnancial backing by the city

as insurance for the "dollars".  However it reinvigorated the economy, bringing a lot more commerce to the area and raising tax

revenue to reimburse the city.  At the same time, it allowed the local people to work and survive.  Perhaps more than one

community has done something like this.  I am sure historical research would reveal the details.
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I think what you describe was referred to as “Free Trade” ... free to trade this for that. Recently I have thought of using my skills

of Cxing things, doing things yo trade for things to survive in this new world order that we envision blanketing us. So it already

exists in your world. impressive. I have noticed recently that when you purchase something, your photo is taken. This way they

can track every penny you acquire and spend. That all seeing eye atop the pyramid is already one step ahead of “free trade”,

unless everything is done at a ‘market’ as you say; but are they already evaluating activity at the market. Let us hope Moses

arrives soon to cleanse the herd.
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The little people had God & his word.  From the time of the Apostles.  First & they escaped the dread servitude to the Druid elite

by that means...and they recognized when Rome merely learned the manipulative ways & craft, incorporating it with their own,

then set crony pagans of the same sort, merely submitted to the head Babylonian 'godman' sorcerer fake at Rome.  The 'original

ecumenism'...unless you count the even broader Genesis 6 elite imposition 'ecumenism' coming to a place near you very soon as

well.

Sure & the elites, 'philosophers' & aristocracy, State & Priest-craft, as that old Babylonian ordered thing out of Rome, of

Constantine & Augustine, always seek to seize control, add their two cents & wrest to come up with a way to use it as a rod

without believing it themselves....as Jannes & Jambres, Pharoah's occultic priests: but truth limits them & the humble people are

closer to truth realities.  They hid & kept the ancient texts despite the best efforts of Rome & cronies to destroy them & control all

information & human interaction, those out of Antioch which Erasmus gathered & now lost forever though preserved in the King

James Bible every tyrant & sinner loves so to hate & despise.  

When Rome used the pagan Saxons, magically baptized in ritual abra-cadabra 'because your king says so' conformity, they still

had to impose laws with imprisonment & stiff Cnes a hundred & Cfty years later imposing their taxation & military impressment

infant baptism & 'church' census management system.  The people knew that soulish matters were conscientious & between

men & God alone, & were still practicing adult believers' baptism, passing scripture fragments about.   Later when Rome took

Spain and scattered the mixed bag of Jews, mystics, Muslims and Bible believers who were tolerated there...there was a

refreshing as many oed to the countries now comprising Great Britain with the Antiochan & Masoretic texts, knowledge of Greek

& Hebrew. Will God bless what remains?
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I  grow fruit and vegetables and also can provide horse manure to barter. I always try to use local traders wherever possible. The

way forward. The guy who cuts my hedges also cleans my chimneys and  services my wood burner. Sometimes I buy logs from

him - or otherwise, I let someone else stack felled timber at my place free - which I then season for two years and pay him to cut

it up with a chain saw or log splitter.
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Thank you, Chris Coles. I downloaded your .pdf  God bless.
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ChrisColes They read the internet. Don't give them clues. In the Middle Ages there were only racing pigeons and they were very

well groomed. You know the experience of the Todmorden ladies, I guess!
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Have you heard this one? What's the difference between a conspiracy theory and the truth? About Cve to six weeks.
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Mandate of new Hippocratic oath devised by people like Fauci,  Gates  and Satan for Covid patients. FIRST DO NO GOOD. Until

they they are hospitalised and left to the ineptitude of  western medick sick sin using the "caring"  philosophy of Joseph Mengele.

One day I hope to live in a world free from stupid and evil people.
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I can't believe we're living in this nightmare. And so fast it's come. They must have been planning it for years. That poison will never

enter my body. I'm preparing to deal with any eventuality now as a result of that. I can see it reaching the point where they'll cut us off

from each other. Prime target for them will be stopping our Internet connection. Can't believe I'm writing this. I can't believe Dr. M has to

delete content after X hours. All within 18 months. We need more people to wake up. I'm from the UK and follow this guy - this is a good

vid.... hugotalks.com/2021/08/26/do-celebrities-have-blood-on-their-hands-hugo..
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I agree with everything you say.  Thank you for the link. Did you also know that the authorities have made it extremely diTcult for

doctors to report adverse effects of the clot shots?  Dr Anne McCloskey of Derry a GP who came out of retirement to help in

emergency medical centres expresses her concern in the video in this link as she explains the carnage being wrought by these

jabs and the fact that it takes about 10 to 15 minutes for a doctor to Cll in the complicated adverse event reporting forms at a

time when these doctors are expected to spend no more than 10 minutes actually consulting with patients.

welovetrump.com/2021/08/25/watch-irish-medical-doctor-anne-mccloskey-t..   I believe that Rumble is one of the few websites

where this original interview can be found. Unsurprisingly she has been suspended from her work by the authorities.
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A nightmare based on strategies of fear and misinformation. Government agencies, multinational pharmaceutical companies are

setting the guidelines for the media and social networks. Social media algorithms are being used not only to identify and

eliminate certain facts and truths, but these artiCcial intelligence systems are also being used to promote certain types of

propaganda, to brainwash the public into accepting falsehoods as if they were really popular messages. Vaccine propaganda is

being used to catapult Big Pharma's lies through social media, to instill fear in the public, and to advocate for greater government

and corporate control over lives. BOT farms disseminate propaganda to gain acceptance for lockdowns, segregation of the

unvaccinated. BOT farms being used to psychologically control the masses and socially ostracize the "unvaccinated"

www.rumormillnews.com/.../forum.cgi
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We have on the side of truth many doctors and scientists, like Dr. Mercola who are defending true science, and precisely the

serious damage of transgenic "vaccines" is the root of many future evils. 57 TOP SCIENTISTS AND DOCTORS RELEASE

SHOCKING STUDY ON COVID VACCINES AND DEMAND IMMEDIATE STOP TO ALL VACCINATIONS A group of 57 leading

scientists, physicians and policy experts have released a report questioning the safety and eTcacy of current COVID-19 vaccines

and are now calling for an immediate end to all vaccine programs.

There are two certainties regarding the global distribution of Covid-19 vaccines. The Crst is that governments and the vast

majority of the mainstream media are pushing hard for these experimental drugs to reach as many people as possible. The

second is that those who are willing to face the contempt that comes with asking serious questions about vaccines are critical

players in our ongoing effort to spread the truth. Most people simply follow the orders of the governments of the world, as if they

have earned our complete trust. These scientists have not. This manuscript is a step forward in terms of responsibility and free

oow of information on this crucial topic. Take the time to read it and share it widely.

assets-global.website-Cles.com/606d3dece4ec3c3866cc798a/60a5fefe3fe8d..
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Humans have never seen eye-2-eye, never will. UK .... that part of the world should be used to “this”. This present day is just an

expansion of medieval time. I do not mean to offend you; but bowing down to aristocracy has been English life for most of

history. The crown takes or now gets their share of everyones lives. Yes, the 1 

👁

 that sits atop the pyramid on the $ bill

represents what is going on. It will most likely fall; but not for generations to come; but that is ‘their’ way, to ride the horse as long

as possible. Humans have never totally succumbed to servitude, physically maybe, to survive; but not 100% mentally.

Maybe that is what the vax is for, to extend the time on the horse. The reason it does nit last is because their is always the

struggle to become “king-of-the-mountain”. Look at the so called aristocracy they are not happy even as they swim in their

Scrooge McDuck piles of money and wealth, “MORE MORE MORE”. Look at history, it shows the inCnite attempts at all levels.

Happiness lies within.
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I agree with all that you write, but I think they sped up things from their original plan. Why? Perhaps they didn't count on the truth

seeping out so quickly? I have another hunch. They never planned to start this when they did - the gain of function was ongoing,

as was "perfecting" their shots. Somebody either accidentally, or purposely, let out the virus before it was at its intended "ready"

point. I'd originally  heard 2025 was the target, so that the GR was in place by 2030. Of course, this is pure speculation. However,

the mistake is that the virus is not as lethal as intended and the injections were not to kill and maim so many upfront. Too many

are aware. The downside is, they have the capability to release something worse. God deliver us from this evil. The upside is,

they are making lots of mistakes. God help us.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I still shudder when I think about the Cve presidents who were murdered because they refused to let the 'vaccines' into their

countries. Now, there is no one in the world protected from this atrocity.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 7:33:30 AM
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Louise_B, love the clarity when you say that poison will never enter my body.  Mine also. They used to say pick your battles. This

is part of the battle . . . for me a personal and spiritual battle to maintain a connection to a world that works for all, not to

succumb to the world of fear being rolled out.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 8:58:17 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These Agendas/PsyOps has been in the plans for decades - not years.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 9:52:32 AM
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ghCnn, sadly spot on with your comment re the U.K. attitude to aristocracy. I live in Scotland where, in the earlier part of last

century, there were numerous coal mines and mining communities. Alongside these there still existed some large country

estates with their mansions. I am reminded of the experience as related to me by an old miner from these times, when he was a

young man: out for his Sunday walk through his local country estate, he was accosted by the young heir of the estate, who was

on horseback. When told by the heir that he,  the miner was “trespassing” and to get off the estate, the miner replied that there is

no law of trespass in Scotland, and asked how did the estate belong to him anyway? The heir said “my forefathers fought for it

centuries ago” whereby the miner replied “well, get down off that ******* horse and I’ll Cght you for it now! Says it all, I think.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 12:42:54 PM
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel exactly the same Louise_B, I'm also in the UK.  I wake up and sometimes just can't grasp this reality.  I frequently can't sleep

thinking about what potentially lies ahead.  It feels like a trap is just on the verge of being sprung. This has been planned out

meticulously, their psychological agenda calculated and pushed carefully, all angles covered.  I pray for all to be revealed and the

nightmare to be over.  I'm not sure what it's going to take to stop this in its tracks, if it can be stopped at all.  I'm beginning to run

out of steam.  

I am so tired of the mass burying of heads in the sand and the complete and utter laziness of those who suspect things aren't

right, but seem to just hope that it will all stop eventually and things will go back to normal.  The mass protests here in the UK, in

France, Germany and other countries do not seem to be having any impact at all and all the legal avenues seem to take far too

long and could still be dead ends.  We need the unawaken masses to rise up, become angry and to take a stand with us. This

agenda is absolutely evil and is designed to bring us to our knees at the minimum. I am terriCed that those of us who won't take

the 'jab' will be forced or interned.
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Stugots
Joined On 5/4/2021 5:32:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MASS CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 8:06:53 AM
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Homenaje a tu brevedad!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 7:02:04 PM
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dum5666
Joined On 10/28/2018 1:34:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey folks, check out https://vaccines.daystar.com/ . It's a privately owned Christian broadcasting station that big tech has been trying

to go after but can't. They have been DOGGEDLY and I mean DOGGEDLY been showcasing speakers and Drs who reveal the truth about

this so called vaccine. They have been doing this since day one and have a compendium of videos and information. Most of the

information has been featured on Joni Table Talk or Ministry Now. Everybody from Bobby Kennedy Jr to Dr Zelenko have been on it.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 2:49:49 PM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone was telling me that I shouldn't care so much where it came from, just get vaccinated so I don't 'get' it. My brain doesn't work

like that.  If you create a bug, you should pay for it!  NOT make money from it, so yes, Fauci's GoF research bothers me.  The

convenience of the patents already having been pulled years ago bother me. NO animal trials bothers me. Reading the different

pathways the shot can and will harm society bothers me.   The EUA bothers me because IT'S A LIE. Can you imagine if they would have

done this after a bad ou season?  1% of the population, ONE PERCENT, but is that number even right?  Maybe the therapies are wrong!

My sweet friend that got the bad lung kind of covid was prescribed Ivermectin, (the media has done a good job making the general

population think poorly about it, by the way) and a nebulizer (with steroids) Her and my friend's daughter in another state both had the

lung kind - it's not fun!  Both felt better on day 12 - both took ivermectin - one did the nebulizer.  By day 20 the friend in another state

was completely better.  It's rough!  The guy who gave me type A ou was hospitalized because he couldn't breathe. It had turned into

pneumonia. (sound familiar?)

So here we go again.  Don't bother taking charge of your health, get ou shots, take these pharma pills, they won't hurt you - really!   Here

are some more antibiotics, pop 'em. Here's some experimental vaccine called m/RNA- don't worry, it won't hurt you. On a side note,

when looking at papers on DNA and RNA, I found this - and I think it goes hand in hand with the win regarding 5G ... but if you want to

know how delicate we are, this is fascinating. mdsafetech.org/dna-and-rna-effects  there's A LOT of papers published.  I'm going to

have another talk with my kids about their phones.  Phones are not benign.  Vaccines are not benign!  Injections that bypass the liver,

the typical way a pathogen is identiCed and the immune system comes to life, are fat NO

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 4:40:00 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Trazy, an interesting link on the genetic damage of electromagnetic Celds in DNA that results in genomic instability,

which in all probability a cause of human disease. Now we have that these damages are enhanced with the NMEA vaccines.

Robert F. Kennedy Jr. of Children's Health Defense recently drew attention to some of the most troubling aspects of these

vaccines. Their main concern is the fact that messenger RNA, or mRNA, vaccines are the Crst vaccines in history to directly

intervene in and alter the genetic material of patients, posing health concerns. ethics and morals.

Mary Holland, vice president and general counsel for Children's Health Advocacy, cautioned: “New vaccine technology likely

means new types of vaccine injuries. Because there has never been a licensed mRNA vaccine before, we really don't know what

the lesions will look like. Since vaccines developed so quickly, with such short clinical trials, long-term lesions are completely

unknown. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pCzer-covid-vaccine-questions-saf..  ~

humansarefree.com/2021/01/expert-virologist-covid-19-pandemic-is-the-g..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The biologist Bartomeu Payeras, is an expert in 5G and Covid. Payeras, a researcher at the University of Barcelona, has studied

the relationship between coronavirus and the location of 5G networks. The microbiology specialist links the technology of these

telecommunications networks with the enhancement of COVID-19. He claims that there is a cause and effect, as a result of

extensive research.

Payeras drew up a map of the countries, regions and even small communities with low and high incidence of the coronavirus.

And he speciCed if these locations had 5G equipment. In an extensive report, he assures that the results "demonstrate a clear,

compelling and irrefutable relationship between the rate of COVID-19 cases and the location of 5G technology." The hypothesis

also assures that this technology weakens the immune system and makes its inhabitants more prone to infection.

www.cambio16.com/biologo-espanol-vincula-equipos-5g-con-la-potenciacio..  

Dr. Mercola also considers the effect of toxins. We are seeing how all environmental toxins, those that enter the food, as well as

the manipulations of biology, environmental pollution, pesticides such as glyphosate and electromagnetic, especially 5G,

vaccines and prions, in humans and animals are an attack for health and biodiversity. These toxins accumulate in the body and

damage DNA, creating immunosuppressed people where the Covid-19 virus or any virus can mutate, and we are seeing, from the

reports of Dr. Mercola sharing analysis with scientists, that they are not subject to manipulations. of the corrupt elites, who are

defending true science, as said toxins and especially vaccines favor this process.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Gui! I tried to share the Dr. Dan Stock link - I can't see it posted because I need to give you credit for it!

www.youtube.com/watch    *This doctor can speak!!!  I hope that panel really listened!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes what Dr. Hodkinson says on the surge of ou cases - and we have already witnessed how this can affect the fully vaccinated

population - which is what everyone said - what happens when you meet corona in the wild?  My aunt and uncle went to see their

small grandchild and became horribly sick because she (three yo) was coming down with a cold.  Aunt very sick, lungs - Uncle

hospitalized very sick lungs and with ACb !  Not someone unvaccinated ... a kid with the common cold sent their grandparent to

the hospital because they had no immunity ... what the oip will happen this winter with the elderly population of fully vaxxed

individuals.   Be careful this winter is all I've got to say :( .... Yes - 5G weakening immunity but how to combat it?  China is already

working on 6 and 7 G :(
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally hear ya!   The very tactics used to push these jabs are quite enough to convince me to avoid them at all costs.  I've read a

lot of history and know very basic behavior psychology, and see massive red oags and hear deafening sirens and warning bells

screaming: "DANGER - DO NOT ENTER!"
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MsNala
Joined On 7/7/2021 1:36:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I couldn't respond to your reply to Gui, so I'm responding to it here. We've heard way more ambulances in our community since

2nd shots were rolled out here in about April. Many "sudden" deaths of youngish people. One of our tenants had seizures two

weeks post 2nd shot, and then a stroke two weeks after that. Our other tenant was very sick last winter (we suspect C19). He had

Crst shot and was down for a week. He went back for number 2, and has not been the same since. He reports his skin is crawling

and he has brain fog all of the time. I also just learned of a dear friend who was just dx with a brain Aneurism. It has been a few

months since her second AZ shot so I suspect nobody will make the connection (if there is one - I am certainly suspicious). A 19

year old in my community dropped dead jogging. A doctor saw her go down - he could not revive her. The word was she took diet

pills, but she'd also had her shot. It is awful to see this happening and also to worry that family and friends are potentially walking

around with bodies still making spikes and with the mrcro clots Dr. Charles Hoffe discusses. God help us all.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Trazy, Dr. Hodkinson is a pathologist who has been studying virology, infectious diseases, and evidence-based medicine for

many years. He studied at the University of Cambridge and University College Hospital School of Medicine in London- Dr.

Hodkinson gained popularity around the world when he appeared at an Edmonton City Council meeting to denounce a proposed

plan to extend a mask term of oTce. Chinese virus. In his speech, he called the disease Covid. as “plandemic. the greatest hoax

ever perpetrated against an unsuspecting public." Dr. Hodkinson also says that the synthetic "spike" proteins generated by the

"vaccines" of the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) are capable of damaging not only the reproductive organs of women but also

those of men. Dr. Roger Hodkinson of Western Medical Assessments.

In an interview, Dr. Hodkinson explained that there is now "enough evidence in the literature" to suggest that the proteins in the

vaccine are expressed in both the placenta and the testes. For pregnant women, this could mean termination of the pregnancy.

For men, it could spell the end of having children entirely. An exclusive interview with Dr Roger Hodkinson – “WHEN THE

HISTORY OF THIS MADNESS IS WRITTEN, REPUTATIONS WILL BE SLAUGHTERED AND THERE WILL BE BLOOD IN THE GUTTER

“ tapnewswire.com/2021/05/an-exclusive-interview-with-dr-roger-hodkinson..
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mercolizing
Joined On 3/4/2013 12:45:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovetosing6:    First, I love to sing too.    You are spot on. Just a note, ALL of the animals tested with the "vaccine" died. ALL.

 How is it that the patent for it was done in 2015 & 2018 but the virus showed up in 2020?  Oh, not planned at all.   I went to the

local animal feed store last week to ask about Ivermectin. She said they sold 124 boxes in 2 days and now can't get it because

the CDC banned it.  Use Quercitin with zinc and D3.   The graphine is somehow connected with 5G.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Trazy, new technologies are serving the surveillance and control of people, causing serious damage to health- The earth is

subjected to a terrible nightmare of pollutants. A toxic soup that is degenerating the human race. Yes. China and many countries

are developing 6 and 7G. What new diseases will they cause? The army has in addition to vaccines, another nightmare the next

6G. The Army is funding a team of government, industrial, and academic researchers who are now at the forefront of

establishing a very promising new high-frequency semiconductor transistor technology. Transistor technology involves the use

of carbon nanotubes, described in a "Science Daily" essay, as materials that "take the form of cylindrical carbon molecules."

Aligned carbon nanotubes, the developers at the Army Research OTce explain, offer a new level of transmission and processing

performance that not only surpasses much-discussed 5G technology, but provides the ability to evolve toward 6G speeds and

beyond. nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/6g-wireless-internet-already-here%E2%80..   The Chinese launched a communications

satellite in November to study 6G physics in the environment of space with terahertz electronics.  Terahertz waves would boost

transmission speeds many times faster than 5G when engineers and researchers develop effective technology.

www.militaryaerospace.com/communications/article/14197198/6g-wireless-..
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lovestosing6 - I remember when lead was in paint and gasoline/mercury Cllings/asbestos as a good insulator/DDT was a good

pesticide/coal burning furnaces in your home. They were all promoted as better than sliced bread. How well did that work out?
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mammywitch
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Flu shot in 2018 gave me ou TWICE! Second time had pneumonia with the ou--hospitalized second time! Shingles vaccine for

residual pain and itch after having full blown case of Shingles--made the itch and pain WORSE! So--Flu shot or vaccine of any

kind?---Not just 'no' BUT "HELL NO!"
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In regards to Tucker Carlson’s and Glenn Greenwald’s comments about Russia. It should be added that Vladimir Putin has recently

commented that he wants Russia to become the largest producer and exporter of organic foods. They are strongly against the concept

of introducing glyphosate into soil where food is grown.
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Thanks DUDE, let's hope that Russia's "cold war" of exports with the US, Europe and other countries will boost organic agriculture

around the world. The World of Organic Agriculture 2021 www.Cbl.org/Cleadmin/documents/shop/1150-organic-world-2021.pdf

  In November 2017, Vladimir Putin set one of the great goals characteristic of him. Along with Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev,

Russia's leader tasked farmers across the country with making the nation the world's largest organic food exporter. Prime

Minister Medvedev believes that he could give the nation enough export potential to account for 25% of the world's organic food

supplies. he sales of healthy, pesticide-free food products have tripled since the beginning of the decade. This includes the

period during the harsh Russian recession and the ban on importing agricultural products from the EU. This link reports on

Russia's growing organic food market. yugagro.org/Articles/heres-how-russia-is-planning-to-shake-up-orga  

Vietnam is a strategic partner for Russia in the agricultural sector. Trade in agricultural products and foodstuffs has accounted

for about 15% of total trade between the countries in recent years. Meanwhile, the pace of cooperation development continues to

grow. Mutual supplies have increased by 8% to 558 million dollars in the Crst seven months of the year.

mcx.gov.ru/en/news/Agricultural-trade-between-Russia-and-Vietnam-has-i..   (27 Aug, 2021)
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Thanks Gui. I don't know the reason, but America sure does like to beat up on Russia. Maybe the corrupt Cgure that by trying to

make Russia look bad, the corrupt can hide a few of their many sins.  Also, thanks for making me aware of what looks like  a

beautiful and positive organizational movement,  FiBL & IFOAM - ORGANICS INTERNATIONAL.   Enjoy your day, Gui!
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Yes, it's clearly not just about health (or more properly stated, the war against it), but the tactics are enough to convince anybody who

knows the least bit of history and psychology to absolutely AVOID these jabs.  When has anything that had to be forced on people this

way ever turned out to be good?  Gui posted a link that mentioned some celebrities who suffered or even died due to the COVID jabs.

 I'm certainly no celebrity worshiper, but have noticed more famous people who unexpectedly died following the jabs than died

attributed to COVID, and many have been disabled following the jabs.  It would be great to have a site with such a comparison.   Perhaps

this pathological obsession with celebrities could help cast light on the actual harm these jabs are causing.
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Yes, balhawk, celebrities have greater contact with the media and television. This constitutes a good Celd of action to convince

people of the serious risks they face with the Covid vaccine.  Of course, the brainwashing that is being carried out with the

misinformation of the covid vaccines, and the defamation of the scientists and doctors who transmit the true science of health,

such as Dr. Mercola, is the reason and needs of the Cght in all possible fronts.
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I agree Balhawk - especially since the average citizen thinks it's okay if you die, that whole "take one for the team" mentality

seems to end, though, when its a famous person.  Don't ask me why.  I would like to see that comparison chart also.  I wish

intelligent people would avoid the jabs.  The brainwashing is Cerce.  The news is about death with covid 24/7 ... and people eat

the updates ... I wonder if they realize Fauci is rich off the 35M+ dead from AIDS, and his plan doesn't stop there - how many will

die with more experimental therapies?   I had a dream people were infected with HIV through the shots.  Being it's part of a spike

protein, we don't even know yet.. such a scary time.
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We have met the enemy, and he is us.  - POGO. The new invisible threat is not the virus, it's the threat of the UNVACCINATED. The

unvaccinated are our worst enemy! The unvaccinated are "sick". The unvaccinated are invisible, so we need to make them visible, so

that everyone can see them. But they're too tricky. They don't look any different. So we need a way to make the vaccinated visible - to

convince the unvaccinated to disappear, because our masks are fogging up our glasses, and our brains seem to be fogging too... It

must be all those unvaccinated people, causing these problems. Accuse, isolate, eliminate. COVID is an incurable disease. The

unvaccinated are the cause. (It looks like COVID could disappear, maybe it already has. It would make no difference. We have found a

new enemy.) to your health, tracy (unvaccinated)
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Could the unvaccinated be forced to wear a yellow star on their clothing?  Would that make recognition easier for the vaccinated?
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Yes, Versatile, the vaccinated are those who are promoting the new most contagious variants, the vaccinated are those who are

promoting the vaccine passports, the vaccinated are those who are indirectly forcing others to be vaccinated, the vaccinated are

those who do not believe in natural immunity, vaccinated people will be able to work, move freely in transportation, go to shows,

etc., but they will be sick for life, in their thinking deception reigns and their immune system is depressed, being exposed to covid

with increased cases of death and serious illness.
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gh`nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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The vaccinated hate the unvaccinated because they view the un-vaxed as free, where they themselves put themselves in chains.

The old saying “Misery loves company” and this hatred proves it. “To each their own!” I cry, the choice is yours.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Finn, yes! I believe is part of the  “divide and conquer” idea. .  The takers are actually going to start regretting it, but at the same

time think, well i did it so everyone else should too.   Im in this sinking ship so, so should everyone else.  And they will become

jealous and bitter toward the unvaxxed as a result of feeling stupid, gullible and taken in.   That’s why so many willing to rat out

their friends and neighbors even family.   And it’s all Icing on the cake for the drug pushers.
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Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM
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You went without saying that the vaccinated are the Crst who will be in danger when they are near the 5G towers. There they will

stop laughing ... and yes, breathing too. It amazes me that this is not being discussed in the Crst place.
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SpenceLi
Joined On 11/27/2020 8:32:34 AM
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My husband and I are not taking the jab. He was a Covid nurse and saw clearly that once the pcr cycling was changed the cases went

down. He also had many patients who developed pneumonia due to doctors who prescribed no chest PT, no PT, no sitting up. Lay there

and let pneumonia kill you in other words. Anyway, our daughter and son in law live in Germany as well as our 2 grandchildren...one we

have never had the chance to hold. Her family was planning to visit at Christmas but because we didn't take the jab, the trip home gas

been canceled. She believes her unvaccinated parents are too big a risk for her family especially her children. She has been totally

brainwashed and that has been drilled into her head even more by the German culture. It's a diTcult situation for us, but we wish to

remain healthy....since we may be caring for those grandchildren one day. 

😔
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM
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SpenceLi my husband is one of those pneumonia patients the host sent home. They conCrmed COVID induced pneumonia and

sent him home without even giving him oxygen, breathing treatment, absolutely nothing. He really thought he was going to die.

We fought like hell and worked around the clock doing everything imaginable. He’s Cnally on the mend although the Cght is far

from over. Thankfully we have an amazing functional doctor and have access to alternative treatments that actually work without

side effects. For example we went to the dr oTce for ozone therapy and HOCATT (oxygen sauna)  He was so weak he could

barely walk in but left feeling amazing. He’ll continue those treatments twice weekly until recovered. I highly encourage anyone

to look into these treatments and Cnd a doctor in your area who can provide them. They are absolutely life changing!  We were

determined not to go back to the hospital as we felt doing so would certainly be a death sentence.
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cat6071
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I’m so sorry to hear this.  From what I get told by my friends from other countries is that they really all obey their governments!

 Seriously!  Without question!  You did the right thing and your husband.  I’m glad he hasn’t been mandated!?
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It is amazing the power of belief.  People do change their minds, but they have to come to truth themselves, you can't shove it

down their throats, they will just spit it out reoexively.
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papasha408
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And, what's left after vaccine passports?  Maybe microchips and constant surveillance!  Just say no to the ***!!!
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM
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When a personal medical decision has become an act of civil disobedience it's obvious we're in very strange times indeed.  Civil

disobedience has a good track record, it works.
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COMP001021052796
Joined On 8/14/2021 8:01:29 AM
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We should be loudly boycotting any place that requires “papers!” or a vaccine passport. If business can’t make money the house of

cards will fall.
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RobertTUda1gmail.com
Joined On 4/16/2021 1:31:31 PM
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I have had the following vaccines administered to me back in the 1960s and 1970s: •Diphtheria •Typhoid •Polio •Plague •Tetanus

•Tuberculosis ... I have never experienced any controversy about taking those vaccines hitherto even today.  Hence, why does the

coronavirus vaccine appear to have so many disadvantages?  Why is it so controversial?  It is not a proven vaccine over a 10-year

period; hence, the CDC can show no available statistics for its aftereffects over a long period.  It is no wonder why I have a bias against

the COVID-19 pandemic vaccines.  Politics injected into its development and use has screwed things up as it has for every other aspect

of our lives.
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I'm very happy you feel this way.  I have asked so many to please wait at least for the two year mark - so we can see the 'fall out'

and that might help us - but we really need 10-12 yrs, you're so right!
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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If you really want to screw things up, get govt involved.
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Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM
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I’ve also been vaccinated for the seasonal ou virus and for shingles.  In addition to all the above things. I was in the military

service during the 60s and I had so many vaccines that I felt like a pin cushion.
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redplanet1
Joined On 8/24/2013 1:36:08 AM
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A moment of thanks to Eric Clapton for telling everyone, 'enough is enough' in his new song This Has Gotta Stop

https://youtu.be/dNt4NIQ7FTA    A COVID policy protest song!! Rock on!
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chk2000
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I'm trying not to be afraid.  As I've mentioned here before I'm still recovering from a bad case of Bellz Pal-Zee and 8 years ago I suffered

a serious reaction to a "oew" shot that resulted in permanent neuropathy and weakness of my dominant extremity and hand/Cngers. Yet

I'm being told by nearly everyone that the shots are safe and effective and as of a month ago, people who used to be family and friends

are shunning me, despite my medical history.  It's very strange to be excluded from nearly everything.  Just now I received an invitation

to a backyard music concert but the invite reads "if you're unvaccinated you must wear a mask".  Must wear a mask...to sit outside...no

tent, just sit outside on the grass...on a late summer evening....this is just nuts and ridiculous.  

I don't understand why people I used to consider intelligent cannot use their brains.  The shots were marketed poorly and people who

got injected were led down a primrose path.  "95% eTcacy!" they crowed.  Did they actually read the studies and data?  I did.  So did

Peter Doshi of the British Medical Journal.  But no one listened to him. Why?  A month ago with the arrival of the so-called

"breakthrough" cases (a misnomer, as the shots do not prevent infection) it is clear that the injected can easily contract and yes, spread

the pathogen, yet they are allowed to move more freely throughout society.   Fingers pointed at the dirty un-injected: selCsh, stupid

horrible people!  It's all their fault! /sarcasm. Trying to enjoy the relative freedom that I still have while not knowing exactly how this is

all going to turn out. No one does.  Why anyone is gleefully signing up for vaccine passports while not seeing the slippery slope is mind

boggling!
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Jackaroni
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My daughter and at least 2 other teachers that she works with all contracted covid within the same week.  All are "vaccinated".

 My daughter was sick for 3 days, one of the other teachers was only mildly ill for 1 day.  Not sure about the third teacher.  They

will tell you that their symptoms were mild due to the vaccine. I reminded my daughter that young, healthy people rarely suffer

serious symptoms, and the Delta variant is less severe than the original, but this is the sort of thing that is used to support the

vaccine.  But illogically, an injection that even the manufacturers admit doesn't offer immunity, is being pushed as needed for

herd immunity. UGH!!!
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM
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Everything will be Cne, sooner or later. I guess it is a good time to sort things out and see the true faces of people. I was

surprised too when some of my friends took shots with joy and looked at me as I was some kind of outcast. We need to create

parallel worlds and enjoy life. There are plenty of ways to Cnd like-minded people, support groups that would not let you be

miserable. All the best:)
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TruthbT0ld
Joined On 4/27/2021 7:33:55 AM
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My husband will be losing his job on October 1st due to mandate. He is our bread winner because I had to walk away from my career to

take care of our daughter with vaccine induced disease only made worse by the medication meant to "save her"...she's been on medical

homebound from school for 4 years! This after I lost my 3rd trimester pregnancy after having the H1N1 thrust upon me in 2009.  My

husband had a DVT blood clot 2 years ago and recently recovered from covid.  His company will allow medical exemptions but none of

his doctors will write one despite his medical history and our family history ( I'll add my dad, while not his blood relative, had heart

attack 2 hrs after 2nd jab only strengthening our resolve).  The drs could care less, there is no valid reason for a medical exemption

period and natural immunity does not exist.  If you think you are going to get a medical exemption when your mandate comes, good

luck! Feeling hopeless and under attack.  Any advice would be appreciated! By design, they gave us very short time to respond.
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Then ditch that doctor and start asking around for a doctor who will help you!  Dr. Dan Stock (I don't know where you are) - but

check him out! www.youtube.com/watch  and maybe see if you can call his place of business??  There's a few doctors in videos

on here that are within 2 hours of me. I'm right there with you - we lived in 4 states in 4 years (during the bailouts) and each place

I went, I found the homeschool underground network for the area - would you be surprised to know how many had at least one

vaccine injured child ?  And how many knew right where to point me for doctors who understand!!!!
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM
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How about America's Frontline Doctors?  They will do a televisit for $90 and am pretty sure they'd give it to him.  Check it out:

www.americasfrontlinedocs.org
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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consider a Notice of Liability addressed to his supervisor, up line managers, all the way to company owner/ceo, consider a Notice

of Liability addressed to the doctor who refuses to write a medical exemption for you. you have the constitutional and legal right

to informed consent - written informed consent.  if they do not provide a written form, then demand one that meets all the

requirements per the Nuremberg Code, The Belmont Report, and US Code 45 and is signed by the company's legal

representative.   It must detail the risks and known/suspected/potential adverse reactions. It must be written in language that

you can easily understand in order to make an informed decision. If it doesn't answer all your questions, you have the right to ask

for clariCcation, documentation, etc (in writing) that will answer your questions. failure to answer is grounds for non-consent.

if they give you an informed consent form - do not sign it and return - take it home to discuss with your family.  consult a liability

attorney to ensure you understand what the document says and how it affects you. never accept anything verbal as informed

consent - never give verbal consent. you have the legal right to refuse to be a guinea pig for an experimental medical

device/vaccine.  consider contacting other company employees who are in agreement with you and Cling a group Notice of

Liability. **contact a highly experienced attorney who specializes in liability law and litigation who can help you with the Notice of

Liability. for add'l info on informed consent:  www.kathydopp.info/.../InformedConsent  and consider creating your own control

group in your area: www.thecontrolgroup.org
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TruthbTOld,  I hope there is something here that will be useful.  Good luck!

pandemic.solari.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Solari-Employer-Form-re..
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Have you tried an integrative doctor?  They practice both holistic and traditional medicine. They don't take insurance but are not

tied to the rules of the insurance industry.  As a result they are signiCcantly more expensive since they don't take insurance but

can be worth it in the long run.  For one thing they will spend an hour or so with you and really listen to your concerns. My

husband has a rare autoimmune illness and has been going to an integrative MD for almost ten years.  When he Crst got sick

after going to a dozen mainstream doctors who really didn't help much, I believe his integrative MD saved his life.  I know that his

doctor will give him a medical exemption when and if he needs it.
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I think we have to understand that in this climate, the doctors dare a lot just to practice informed consent. I take my children to to

a doctor who doesn't push vaccines hard and uses an alternative schedule with fewer shots for those who vaccinate. But he
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a doctor who doesn't push vaccines hard and uses an alternative schedule with fewer shots for those who vaccinate. But he

would have his license taken away in a heartbeat if he were to hand out exemptions. I'd love to get one from my pediatrician, but I

know he'd follow in Dr. Levy's footsteps.
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TruthbT0ld
Joined On 4/27/2021 7:33:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you everyone for your comments.  Since moving, I've had a integrated pediatrician for my daughter as she has chronic

health issues and we were led down very destructive path by mainstream docs, but hadn't located ones for us adults as we've

been very healthy after changing our ways a decade ago...aside from this dvt most likely related to knee injury.  I am currently

searching fast and furious for integrated doc.  I appreciate the forms, I'm sure it will escalate to this point in the not so distant

future.
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM
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Try to Cnd a functional Doctor in your area. They are more than likely willing to provide a medical exemption, no questions asked.

Good luck!
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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Could your husband get in touch with the frontline doctors and see if you can Cnd through them a doctor who will give the

exemption that is so deserved?
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janskyg
Joined On 7/24/2013 6:10:34 PM
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OMG, what the hell is it going to take to wake all these lemmings (people) up to what is happening. The ball is rolling on these stupid

vaccine passports here in Canada and noone seems to want to listen. It seems NO lessons were learned during The Holocaust, WW II or

even the Vietnam War with Agent Orange. Everyone here just wants the government to throw money at them now and take care of them

and the result is now an experimental gene therapy along with these vaccine passports.  It seems that people will only start waking up

AFTER the damage from these stupid shots is revealed. How sad is that eh?
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM
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Not a therapy.  It is a poison.
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM
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If this happens there will be a new Civil War. Rioting in the streets will occur when people are denied the right to work/travel and buy

food. Have you noticed how even smaller towns are militarizing their police forces. My town of just 25,000 got a large bomb

proof/bullet proof military vehicle at no cost but will have to rehab it for approx $76K. Why? Are they planning ahead or are they just

sheeple and following other towns? Question? Why does it seem that the vaccinated are concerned with people who are not? After all

they were told they are protected so how can the unvaccinated hurt them? It should be the other way. Now in Illinois starting Monday

everyone needs to wear masks indoors even the vaxxed. I thought they were protected. Something is Cshy out there. If it smells like a

skunk looks like a skunk it's probably Covid/Delta.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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About 10 years ago or so, I talked to a man whose niece worked for Homeland Security.  She told him that Homeland Security

was buying a lot of anti-riot gear and vehicles, which isn't the sort of thing you use for terrorist threats, it's the sort of thing you

use on your own citizens.  Pretty scary!
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM
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yes, this started in 2002, according to Dr David E Martin  www.bitchute.com/.../GDyNxC7gyVHh
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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The Reset people want lots of civil wars. They'll willingly sacriCce their puppets too.
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davetheslave44yahoo.co.u
Joined On 8/2/2021 5:37:01 AM
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I've just had a run-on with someone on fb. She Crmly believes these shots are about keeping you safe and protected. It's nearly

impossible to break through this barrier. I'm toying with the idea of bringing this exchange to an end or to let it hang.
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The brainwashing is evident; I've had the same.  I wondered why some were able to see through the lies and others like robots

almost in a trance.  I'm unsure but think it has something to do with one's spiritual condition.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Frustrating: but you can't impose truth on anyone: they either believe it or they won't.   I personally gave up on the fake Facebook

crowd a long time ago, realizing it was dumbed down meme & twitter-brain, nearly illiterate but 'highly certiCed' conformists who

think very highly of their righteousness & the wisdom which was spoonfed them & received without question or examination.

 Initiations which 'took': usually in connection with 'upward mobility'.   Only illegitimate Babylonish craft, sorcerers & witches seek

to meddle in conscientious, soulish matters in darkness rather than light, & to force imposition with bodily violation.  The true &

holy God himself reasons with men, allowing choice, intervening with his evident witness in the Creation & his scriptures read or

faithfully preached, bringing the Gospel of liberty & eternal life which Rome & tyrants & the spirit behind them hates & will not

engage with in the light & openly because it exposes their duplicity & sin & need for Christ's redemption along with every other

man's.  Call that 'Christ-mongering' or what you will, as the controllers of craft, Jew & Gentile alike, have done from the beginning:

it's still the truth.

The believers used to say that 'a man convinced against his will is of the same opinion still', and 'dead men cannot come to their

senses & repent'....knowing that the Holy Spirit of Truth sorts men by their response to the truth.  In compassion toward men, &

faithfulness toward the living God, I AM, the Word, the Gospel & evident truth are to be put out there, but in the interest of peace

the Bible tells us to 'warn a heretic once or twice' (and from the full counsel of God's word, NOT unbased desire & opinion, or

selective verses pulled out of context) & then separate if truth is still resisted.  It also says that vengeance is mine, saith the

Lord....and that it will surely come.  No man lives in pretense & avoidance of truth forever: all face it at death.  Plant the seed,

move on.
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Dave - I had to get off FB, it was stealing every ounce of happiness I had.  I have family all over the country and I will tell you

what, I feel FREE being off that damned censored site!

SAI73  - The brainwashing IS impossible to break!  I bet they're 24/7 news watchers!  I can't believe the bullying either.  Why

everyone will hang their hat on something that doesn't even STOP COVID is so far beyond me - and it's intelligent people too!

 They don't see it like I do - what happens if you stop taking antibiotics too early?  The worst bugs escape.  And I believe Crmly

that's where the variants are coming from! :(
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"It is easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled."  -Mark Twain
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I always end exchanges like that by saying Time will tell. And occasionally I even say I hope I am wrong.
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I gave up FB several years ago...just wasn't for me. However one doesn't have to be on social media to Cnd that type of thinking.

 It's all around us!  I ran into an acquaintance recently who told me she had tickets to see a broadway show in the fall.  She was

uncertain about going and I agreed that things were crazy in NYC.  She asked what I meant and I said by the middle of Sept. you

will be required to show your vaccine papers or passport to enter most indoor places there.  She was Cne with that and said that

it made her actually feel safer....what can I say?  

Now matter how much I try to explain to these people the possible dangers or the fact that there are no long term safety studies

just the fact that I'm not a scientist or medical professional, makes them doubt anything that I say in this regard.  All I ask is that

they at least think about it and maybe do some research...but they just won't.  After all the government and "experts" have all

claimed that the vax is "safe & effective" that's all them seem to need to know or hear.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

dave, Insanity is doing something over and over again while expecting a different outcome.  It is impossible to "break through" to

someone who chooses to be unreachable.  Ask yourself why it is so important to you that you get through to her.  Is it because,

deep down inside that place in your mind where you don't let anyone else in, you are not certain that facts support your position,

so you need her agreement to conCm it ?  Or is it that your position is factually correct, and that it will gratify you, conCrm your

eTcacy, if you succeed at reaching her ?
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We all live in a bubble with those who share similar paradigms. The difference with people on this site is that most dare to do the

research to rightly divide truth from Cction because we believe the truth is out there. Are we always right; not all the time, but

more often than not. Whereas people like your friend only listen to the "authority" Cgures; mainstream media propaganda, and

their minions, whose goal is to raise the FUD level. Keep research for you yours sake.
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It used to be that those unvaccinated had to be protected in case of an outbreak. But never were they made out to be the enemy.

Now regardless if you have natural immune status or not, if you are not vaccinated you are now a danger to society.
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Most of the people in my life would see it as your fb friend does.  I have found it impossible to reason with them, and many are

very smart people.  So, it is a subject I won't discuss.  They are entitled to their position, as am I, even if I totally disagree.  They

are not entitled to bully me into injecting an experimental drug into my body and risk life and limb, that is crossing the line.  I

won't given them an 'in' by discussing it, I have created a strong boundary and will deoect at every opportunity rather than give

them an inch.  There are plenty of other subjects we can discuss that are non inoammatory.
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Probably the most sobering article Dr. M has posted yet.  Everything is happening so quickly.  Dr. Naomi Wolf is right.  The hope is that

we will have an alternative.  Knowledge is power.  God bless you all.
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She is spot on!
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Self-righteousness. I think there is an innate human nature that desires "being right" and "being accepted for being right". A

self-righteousness complex that then enjoys  holding contempt towards, marginalizing, and ostracizing the "unrighteous". I think these

manipulators are working to oip the "self-righteousness" switch on covid compliance. Obviously, there is no logic standing behind the

concept that being vaccinated means immunity to covid. But being vaccinated is providing people with a sense of control... to

overcome fear. And next comes the self-righteousness. Shaking my head.
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A part of self-righteousness is discarding medical practices and relying on natural methods and alternative protocols. In The

Truth About COVID-19, "Kennedy notes: “The medical profession has not proven itself an energetic defender of democratic

institutions or civil rights. Virtually every doctor in Germany took lead roles in the Third Reich’s project to eliminate mental

defectives, homosexuals, handicapped citizens and Jews. So it’s unsurprising that, instead of demanding blue-ribbon safety

science and encouraging honest, open and responsible debate on the science, the badly compromised and newly empowered

government health oTcials charged with managing the COVID-19 pandemic response collaborated with mainstream and social

media to shut down discussion on key public health and civil rights questions.”

It is about disseminating to friends and people the reality based on true science, trying to convince with arguments that the

dominant positions are a farce that will only bring poverty and destruction, by the globalist elite that only defends its own

interests. As noted by Ash Staub in his article “The War on Disinformation Is a War on Dissent,” “Misinformation and

disinformation are natural consequences of our public institutions’ inconsistency and incompetence”. 69% of Americans "believe

that their government is intentionally lying to them" and 61% "believe that the media deliberately ignores certain stories or

information." These are historically low trust rates, and the government and the media would do well to take note of the fact that

censorship only erodes trust, it does not build it. humanevents.com/2021/02/04/the-war-on-disinformation-is-a-war-on-disse..

 The demonstrations that are taking place against vaccination, against vaccinated passports and all the draconian measures

against freedom are a sign that humanity can respond against the tyranny imposed by the Great Reset.
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Gui, excellent sources.  Thank you for this, it explains so much!  Especially the very low rates of trust!

OnederWoman - very well thought out post - exactly right.  I think if I hear, one more time, I got the shot and I'm Cne, I will have to

try and keep under control and not scream, YOU DON'T KNOW THAT YET, YOU'RE IN A TRIAL AS A GUINEA PIG!  The effects

could be as far out as 24 months to 10 years!  Who would sign up for this experiment?  *sigh
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pjmauigirl
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OnederWoman, I Cnd the self-righteousness so diTcult to listen to.  Especially the "I follow the science" meme, which is just a

euphemism for "I don't want to think for myself".  Fear is driving so much this; why else would someone get vaccinated with an

experimental shot?  And now I'm sure there is a lot of fear among them of  future adverse effects, causing this Cerce denial of

actual science.  It's not a new story is it?
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Eternal vigilance is the price of freedom.  We have to watch our own egos like a cat watches a mouse, because the ego is

voracious in its need to be validated, and feeling 'right' is one powerful link in the chain that binds us.
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I think you are talking about the Mark of the Beast.  Looks like that's the START of the plan with phony vaccine passports.  Already

some States are saying you can't go to a restaurant without a vaccine card or any outdoor venue like concerts or other similar events.

 Others mention maybe even the grocery store. This is start of something very EVIL and SINISTER.  But nobody will do a THING about it

having been tricked and brainwashed for this going back decades.   Want to learn more how it might be?  Watch the movie - Invasion of

the Body Snatchers or They Live.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good reference, Astrocomical , to the mark of the beast and also the passport that leads to autogenocide.  Movie - Invasion of

the Body Snatchers https://youtu.be/vc_0dlmSq7I

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 3:06:02 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Revelation 13:17 “And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his

name.”  I've wondered if it was the Mark of the Beast and now it appears so.  Seeing that the vaccines contain aborted babies -

blood sacriCces to their master - it appears they want everyone to be injected with the shot to partake of this evil.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 6:58:14 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DeCnitely.  They've been working with their Les Perfectibles pagan sorcery craft manipulations for a long, long time.   Attacking &

corrupting the scriptures with their per-ver$ion$,  destroying science by leaving truth & open discussion, experimentation,

reporting etc out of the equation: making it into 'science falsely so-called'.   No matter how hard they & the lying, seducing,

antichrist masquerading counterfeit spirit behind them try: they only end up fulClling the true & preserved scriptures, and are

without excuse due to ever-present evident truth & conscience which light they must either accept or willfully censor, shade,

evade etc to eternal gain or loss.  It's bigger than men & devils...and my, how they hate & refuse to accept that.  Jesus said that

trials & tribulations would come, & his return for the saints speaks of those who are yet 'alive & remain', and as in the days of Lot

and Noe.  That number may be a lot smaller than we expect, and for those left behind & going farther & farther into these things:

deceiving & being deceived....the bloody & poisoned cup terms of their 'peace & safety' before sudden destruction falls may be

part of the reason for that, history evidencing & Laodicea, MYSTERY BABYLON THE MOTHER OF WHOREDOMS AND

ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH very much still in the consort saddle on the Beast.

Look into Genesis 6; Ezekiel 1&10, 28; the descriptions of what God judged Canaan & the Jews for in the Old Testament &

Romans 1....warning the Gentiles that they are not immune to the same judgment in Romans 9-11 KJB.  Then read the Revelation

given John and the goals & declarations of intent & rights of the transhumanists.  Not catching God off-guard at all, and he has

been so faithful & merciful to warn if men would only receive it to life & not to destruction & death.  They choose to 'advance'

through death & corruption of others, the little ones whom God is going to avenge as those millstone passages promise.

 Repentance is the only way out.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 7:50:09 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOAH!  That is an incredible statement.  I keep wondering how they'll do it.  This is it, isn't it?   Locking together money, medical,

all your personal information - yes, what could possibly go wrong?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 8:29:06 AM
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is worthwhile to look at the ways people survive under various huge restrictions. Humans are very adaptable and this will again be

proven right. For example, just look at some of the most backward African villages with 100% unemployment, complete lack of medical

care, and missing infrastructure. No, I am, obviously not recommending this lifestyle, but just wish to observe how such people still

survive.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 1:56:14 AM
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And I'm betting these folks refuse the clot shot!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 11:54:03 AM
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What do you mean, you're recommending a great option to the toxic lifestyles that are destroying humanity at this time...? Proof,

we only need nature and eachother, everything else, is nonessential, speciCcally the tyranny of government and fraudulent

banking cartels...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/29/2021 5:38:31 AM
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youngatheart5376
Joined On 1/29/2021 7:29:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The rejection of the injection and passports are the best advice , There are two choices except Tyranny (which is what passports will

bring) or have our God given rights & freedoms (which our government is suppose to do protect under our Constitution ) .

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 4:56:57 PM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some airlines, “For ProCt” Hospitals, Government Agencies and Fortune 500 Companies have made it clear recently that if employees

do not get the Vaccine (PCzer, Moderna or J&J) you WILL be terminated! Brace yourself for more of the continued efforts to force us all

to get that vaccine!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 2:50:56 PM
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Susie Ann johnson
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:34:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You say "reject vaccine passports." Do you think that will be an option? Doesn't sound like it.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 1:16:45 PM
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People need to realize that our government is continually fueling hate among its citizens.  Racism, vaxed vs unvaxed, poor against rich,

liberal vs conservative, we're too busy Cghting amongst ourselves to see who the real enemy is. Its all part of a well orchestrated plan to

divide and conquer. What is especially unsettling is that this is happening all over the world at the same time.  If we can get enough

people to stop screaming at each other and actually listen with an open mind, use common sense, open their eyes and see who the

enemy is, we can stop this in its tracks.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 12:29:36 PM
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olushola
Joined On 2/9/2010 4:59:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/nitric-oxide-nasal-spray-reduces-covid-19-v..  "A well known antimicrobial, Nitric Oxide, has been found

to rapidly reduce SARS-CoV-2 viral load, knocking it down by 95% within 24 hours, and 99% within 72 hours, according to a recent study

by researchers funded by England's NHS foundation trust and SaNOtize Research & Development Corporation - a Canadian biotech

company currently conducting Phase II trials of a nitric oxide nasal spray. A group of 80 adults (18-70 years) with conCrmed (Alpha

strain) Covid-19 infections were divided into two groups, with half receiving nitric oxide nasal spray (NONS) that were self-administered

5-6 times daily for 9 days. The goal of the nasal spray is to kill the virus present in the upper airways - preventing it from incubating and

making its way to the lungs.

The study found that mean viral load was signiCcantly lower in the NONS group by a factor of 16.2, in what the study's authors

described as an "accelerated decrease," while nearly half of those who completed a post-study questionnaire reported feeling better vs.

8% of the placebo group.    Mean SARS-CoV-2 RNA concentration was lower on NONS by a factor of 16.2 at days 2 and 4. A rapid

reduction (95%) in the SARS-CoV-2 viral load was observed within 24 hours, with a 99% reduction observed within 72 hours with NONS

treatments. -Clinical eTcacy of nitric oxide nasal spray (NONS) for the treatment of mild COVID-19 infection. What's more, there were

no serious adverse reactions from the nasal spray."
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The outcome of the above trial has serious ramiCcations. Nitric oxide is naturally produced by the endothelial membranes

throughout the body; especially the cardio-vascular system.  Arterial infection is the number cause of nitric oxide depletion of the

arteries and one of the main drivers of arterial infection is vegetable oil which are used by most, if not all, fast food restaurants;

as well as most processed foods Don't be deceived when the label that says 0 trans fats. When the arteries become inoected the

liver starts to produce more cholesterol that acts as a bandage to cover the infection - but underneath the problem is still there.

Note: When it comes to foods that are rich in nitrates, arugula is right there on top of the list. On average, arugula contains even

more nitrates than spinach and beetroot, both of which are frequently cited as examples of high-nitrate vegetables. However, be

aware that many foods high in nitrate are also high in oxalic acid. Choose wisely. More: According to

www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/coronavirus/hea..   "Coronavirus infection also affects the inner

surfaces of veins and arteries, which can cause blood vessel inoammation, damage to very small vessels and blood clots, all of

which can compromise blood oow to the heart or other parts of the body. “Severe COVID-19 is a disease that affects endothelial

cells, which form the lining of the blood vessels,” www.humann.com/.../nitric-oxide-foods  ~ www.medpagetoday.com/.../86410

 ~ www.organicconsumers.org/.../how-grow-and-enjoy-arugula  ...
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I wonder how many conservative evangelicals promoting the "vax" know it's tied into a One World Government with its One World

Currency. And Bill Gates has a booster waiting in the near future. In the shape of a glow-in-the-dark tattoo. People need to wake up. As

a Christian I say by the time you get that tattoo you're beyond hope. A literal fate worse than death awaits you. Weird how many church

goers don't know. Probably because they don't care to know.
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We need to contact our Representatives and demand a Right to Privacy act!  The government has no right to track our medical history

and share it with others, or to penalize us if we don't follow government medical mandates. No company should be allowed to sell our

private information. Stores aren't happy with just tracking our spending habits in their store, they then sell our information.  Google

seems to think that it is perfectly acceptable to listen to our conversations. All those security cameras people are installing on their

homes? They can also record neighbors' activities on their own property.  WiC isn't just for computers and cell phones anymore, it is

now attached to cars, appliances, lights, utilities, garage door openers and water faucets. And if there's WiC, there is tracking capability.

 Now I understand that there are times when this tracking ability can be used to track someone who is in trouble and needs help, or to

track someone engaged in criminal activities, but as a famous quote says (if I remember correctly, it is from Thomas Jefferson),

"Anyone willing to trade freedom for security deserves neither".
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I work in medicine for two doctors who both have patient privacy completely drilled into our heads, as does the enormous

medical  community at large.  The government even named it HIPAA...this has become an actual word in facilities across our

country.  My point is they talk out of both sides of their mouths when it suits their agenda.
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JGB, ...HIPPA is NOT about privacy. The biz-interests that pushed it through Congress had only ONE agenda in mind: mining

YOUR Electronic Health Record. Read the terms that come with "patient Portal" access...the portal is an APP providing your

health info to these companies, for their exclusive use, FOREVER. Check out AthenaHealth.com for their suite of products to

medical practices.

Also check out cchfreedom.org for the backstory on the clever HIPPA LIE.
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'I'm sorry, but the government you've dialed is no longer in service'.
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Dr David Martin delivers a bombshell report of covid truth on Canadians! Important share www.bitchute.com/.../GDyNxC7gyVHh

 (Copied comment from another poster): Everyone this fact needs to be exposed- the Canadian Govt Contribution to Racketeering and

breaking their own Anti Trust Laws to earn big $$ while Canadians die in the process. The PM of Canada and the CDN Federal govt has

been Complicit and fully aware since 2015, likely earlier as UBC started down this delivery system path in 2005 fully sponsored by the

CDN govt then. Dr. Martin does an excellent job clearly documenting the Canadian Govt collusion and racketeering since about 2005,

DR. Martin having researched the subject and trained Law enforcement in the US on this Anti TRust subject involving illegal US & CDN

patent Clings in big Pharma, since 1998. On this video Dr. Martin shows how UBC in the 2005 to 2007 time frame Crst enabled the lipid

based delivery system for the PCzer and Moderna poisonous gene therapy injection of computer simulated nanoparticles, now killing

and maiming many, a therapy really designed to create a shedding spike protein pathogen supposedly able to cause an AutoImmune

repsonse which wasnever properly validated in the animal studies.

The lipid delivery system was created & developed by UBC University of British Columbia, the results of which were acquired neferiously

by Acuitus co. in BC which was then licensed to Arbutus co. in BC , where after ligitation in Canada btwn the two cos, where the former,

Acuitus, run by Thomas Madden CEO, then licensed for Billions in 2016, the lipid delivery system to BioNTech in Germany, who in turn,

provided the contract manufacturing under license to both PCzer and Moderna to make the poisoning of humanity a reality. Getting this

word out, rightfully brings down the CDN Federal govt and puts PM Trudeau and those involved utlimately in jail for crimes against

humanity.It's a certainty, but only if the word gets out
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Thanks kanajelly for the link, although if one starts listening at 8 minutes they'll miss all Dr. Martin's credentials and at 12

minutes all the folks who keep saying there is no virus will love to hear what he says....as  it's not a virus it's a computer

generated... oh, I can't write it out, but listen to the link.   Very informative
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These 'vaccine passports' are more than what meets the eye--they can control your EVERY MOVE if they are allowed to be enacted. With

these things they will control everything that you do, say or even THINK! Don't think so?---what about the experiments with the soldiers

who were captured and so brainwashed and conditioned that they turned on and killed their fellow soldiers? This crap gets more

serious every day that we are alive and allow it to exist!
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My prediction is that the US military will split and take sides like it did in 1860.
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I noticed someone put a link up yesterday for folk in the UK, regarding a letter that a committee had written to the UK Government

asking for a transparent conversation from both sides about the vaccines and the true effect they were having on people. I want to

encourage people in the UK to visit their MPs when they hold surgery and lay the facts before them. Letting them know that weneed our

Government to stop the path its currently on. For many of us it may be the Crst time we have done anything g like this, but a friendly but

Crm conversation needs to be had with these people.
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I would love to hear what my hero, Patrick Henry, would have to say about this.
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I'm convinced governments are in the hands of criminals. As they scared people over a minor virus, stampeding them to do and believe

ridiculous things, they are scaring us now about vaccine passports. Yes, they are telling us exactly where they want to take us but no,

they do not have that authority. That's the problem I see. People automatically believe that if government "mandates" something they

have the authority to carry it out. If they truly had that authority would they use employers and businesses to coerce lockdowns,

masking and injections. They do this all the time. They trick us into harming ourselves because we believe they have authority - they do

not.

Read the Constitution - the powers given the federal government are very limited. Read the Bill of  Rights. The Constitution did not "give"

us these rights; it acknowledges and protects them. The Constitution is the supreme law of the land; federal and state government can

expand these rights but cannot limit or eliminate them. The Civil Rights Act expanded rights to prevent discrimination on the basis of

race, sex, disability . . . religion. All states have these laws as well. No employer can discriminate against you on the basis of religion.

They cannot Cre you. No business open to the public can exclude you or refuse you service on the basis of religion.

These laws came about because Blacks were being excluded and discriminated against. Use the Constitution and the anti

discrimination laws now. Every one of us can assert our religious rights regardless of whether we belong to a church. I will not worship

false gods, the mystical belief in medicine and injections. I object to abortion and using babies to create vaccines. I will not condone or

participate in that occult practice. Take the gloves off. Speak up and do not comply. They cannot mandate anything to us as if this is

kindergarten and we must ask permission to use the bathroom. Stop being afraid. Call the bluff.
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Did you know there is a city in France where they cancelled the vaxx pass requirement? I think it's Versailles. Know why? Small

businesses refused to cooperate and allowed the unvaxxed enter. It started hurting the big box stores and chains facilitating the

Reset. So the mayor canceled the requirement.
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Never. If this crap is even remotely tried in my state the government will have ceased to be legitimate. I am not afraid to pay for my

freedom. I will not live without it.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Freedom is the God given right we were born with. However holding on to it is the hardest.  I will not relinquish it easily.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 1:54:21 PM
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sueper74yahoo.com
Joined On 1/27/2021 1:00:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As an "unvaxxed" person, I would like to be able to identify others who are unvaxxed, such as people who can Cnd others who have the

same love for a sports team. You know them by the cap, or clothing they are wearing and you have that in common. But it is no doubt

impossible while we still have some of our freedoms left. The day may come, if the Lord tarries, when we will unwillingly Cnd out who

the unvaxxed are. Everyone, please get right with God!
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of the vaxxed can still be seen sporting the useless masks.
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bor8387
Joined On 1/17/2021 5:36:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Beautifully put, Sue!  I believe the Lord is already going before His people and making a way in the darkness.  Our part right now

is to be the Light to as many people as possible.  People are so afraid right now.  We have the Answer and it's not a vaccine.  

Whenever I talk to anyone about the Lord, they want to know more.  They are now seeing what they didn't see when "life was

good and easy".... They want to know Truth!!!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look up a site called "Unjected." If you want to Cnd business opportunities for the unvaxxed check out Gab. Lots of anti-semitic

rants on Gab. But lots of good stuff too. The price of keeping speech free. And Dr. Zed uses the site. I follow him there.
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On a different note, came across this photo of IL Gov Pritzker taken on 8-28-21 at some event. What do you notice – no masks! Guess

Delta isn’t that highly contagious after all. But he has the audacity to issue an indoor mask mandate effective 8-30-21. More lies more

bs … more lies more bs … more lies more bs ……..

twitter.com/.../1
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Antoninpius
Joined On 12/12/2020 12:11:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi everyone, since everything is deleted after 48 hours, can anyone tell me how to copy links to the embedded videos?

Right clicking does not work. Thanks to Dr. Mercola and everyone who comments on this site. You are all amazing!
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Sligogirl
Joined On 1/2/2018 4:09:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes it is wrong for sure and very scary. I just keep praying that this will not happen. I have not given in to the vaccine and do not want to.

All of us who still want our rights and freedom taken must be strong and especially pray.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vax passport being promoted in the UK, is run by a company owned by the heir of a NAZI industrialist family, the Quondts, who

proCted off of slave labour and oversaw the death of 30-40 or more employees per week of operations...from exposure to batter acid

fumes and other hazardous work conditions. They also had ties to BMW, so let that sink in... The vaccine makers... NAZI, the computer

company that started Bill 'kill shot' Gates, IBM, NAZI... and the banking cabal, run by Rothschild, who funded all sides of that fake-ass

war, they're NAZI too. What does that tell you? Let this sink in.. and why does Mercola.com censor the word NAZI..s? Let that sink in

too..
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Johnno4
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:50:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“If you have to be persuaded, reminded, pressured, lied to, incentivised, coerced, bullied, socially shamed, guilt tripped, threatened, paid,

punished and criminalized, if all of this is considered necessary to gain your compliance, you can be absolutely certain that what is

being promoted is NOT in your best interest.”
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JoshuaHansen
Joined On 8/29/2017 12:48:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cheer up, Dr. Mercola! Nearly the entire establishment has now advised or forced jabs that may (the future being uncertain) cause

waves of chronic illness within the next few years, leading recipients (such as, ahem, SOLDIERS, as well as the general public, left as

well as right) to feel betrayed and angry. That should pretty well wreck the establishment clown car, I think!

Meanwhile, the censorship drive opens the way to replacement of Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, and so forth by decentralized and

censorship-resistant alternatives (blockchain based) on which coders have been hard at work. With new platforms on which for people

to distribute heterodox views and to Cnd persons who think as they do, the process by which society breaks down into phyles--groups

of the likeminded--will hasten (internationalman.com/articles/doug-casey-on-the-end-of-the-nation-stat..  ). Then come network unions

and network states, which at last replace nation states and furnish choice of government (1729.com/.../the-network-state  ). It is a

beautiful future--we just have to help one another survive so as to reach and enjoy it. Adventure is out there!
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Tionico
Joined On 7/14/2017 6:05:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seems like our best hope is that the TRUTH about the various dirty aspects of this whole mess become more widely known. When one

percent of the people see through the smoke and mirrors, we don't have much pushback. When ten percent do, it may slow the cadence

of the long march a bit.  But if FIFTY percent are wake, aware, and enraged, they got real problems on their hands. Remember, that little

kerfu�e back  about 150 years or so ago had ONLY about three percent actively engaged in standing against the tyranny. When they

came back twenty Cve or so years later, we were ready for them, and they did not last long. They went home the second time tail twixt

legs.  They've not tried direct attacks since, but seem of late to have well polished their sub-rosa tactics. Remember the Steele Dossier,

invented out of whole cloth for the express purpose of taking out a sitting President.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you guys think the Afghanistan mess was created on purpose because the CDC and our "leaders" know that some people are

following the clues and the money regarding covid... to create a diversion?
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hvhy.org
Joined On 6/3/2012 1:28:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To get this subject straight for you based on real facts and truth search "Are You Lied To About The Bible" for more information.
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I completely agree Stephjask.  I think Chris suggested some great ideas, however, given that this agenda appears to be about more than

compliance, in fact, depopulation, I fear that they will not allow any visible dissent as this would provide hope and other possibilities to

those who comply, therefore would need to be eradicated.
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Ambassador777
Joined On 12/22/2011 6:34:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you believe CDC numbers for how many Americans have gotten the experimental gunk? I don't. I'm certain that the vast majority of

Americans have refrained from the liberal con to get the jab. Even if I'm wrong, those who have chosen to take care of their own health

number in the millions. In anticipation of  a possible dictatorship run by the Obama-Biden junta, apparent forerunner of the antichrist,

God-fearing, common sense American patriots need to establish an association, a network or club that provides goods, services,

transport, etc. to bypass and survive the tyranny. Some healthy red states might take the initiative, while it's still possible. Lenin and the

liberal Bolsheviks had less than 2% support among the population yet they took full control and ran a ruthless and blood-letting

dictatorship. Prepare for the worst, hope for the best as it's said.
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lyn7020
Joined On 10/17/2012 2:51:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a registered nurse and a supporter of Dr Mercola for many years, I want to say thank to you for staying strong and leading the way

with clarity and science based facts. I have seen people recover from Covid and I have seen people get very sick, many of whom are on

O2 months after the initial diagnosis. These patients come to me and ask me what they should do. Take the vaccine. Not take the

vaccine. They don't feel their body is equipped to handle another assault to their immune system and I don't blame them. What a

nightmare we are living right now.
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lookingintoit
Joined On 3/30/2021 8:13:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree. Covid is dangerous. It is a bio weapon . Not a joke. There is treatment. A friend who is close to 70 , overweight and has

asthma got Covid. He took Ivermectin, Quercetin  had been taking  D3,  gargled with original Listerine and used iodine nose spray.

He recovered after 14 days.  He was very,  very tired had a slight cough headache but lived through it.
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oldereb
Joined On 8/26/2021 9:32:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

one possible reason for oppressive use of covid---global domination--- is offered at

 genzconservative.com/wall-street-behind-the-curtain
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oldereb
Joined On 8/26/2021 9:32:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

is the profound spectroscope analysis by Dr. Robert Young----concluding 4 jabs all contain toxic graphene---  concurring with numerous

Spanish studies---which has been pulled from his website---of interest ??
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eskie5of12
Joined On 6/8/2010 2:39:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What happens if I have so many medical issues that I can't get the vaccines. My doctor wrote a letter to this effect and stated the

vaccines could actually kill me.
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ConventCassie
Joined On 4/25/2021 4:35:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To say nothing of the French passport which has slots for 8 BOOSTERS!
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Science never solves a problem without creating ten more.....  Idiots?  Russia has 5 vaccines, non of them though has any serious

side-effects (the only known is fever and pain in site of infection)  ... and despite the fact that Sputnik  was submitted for approval 2

years ago - it is still "being approved:...  though some countries forgo waiting for  "approval" and use the vaccine with good results....

 Dr. Mercola would be the next on "Putin's pay-check"   

😂🤕👍

    Economy smaller than Italy? ?  

😂

  Geography is national problem? -

Iran/Iraq...    Pakistan/Afghanistan...   Black sea lake 

😂👌

....  Italy is bigger than Russia and has more resources, and economy 

👍

 brilliant.  Someone deCnitely was born before stupidity....   Same when Lavrov invited Austrian Foreign Minister to visit Crimea  to see

for himself what is going on, Sallenberg  refused saying that "there is no desire, nor the intention to send a delegation to the Crimea" -

he knows that if he go there he will have to accept and recognize Crimea as  legitimate part of Russia.  What is it?  Fear to see the truth?

Politicians 

🤬

...  If everybody minded their own business, the world would go around a great deal faster than it does.  "There are people

in whom God lives, there are people in whom the Devil lives, there are people in whom worms and parasites live." ... soon one from

Ukraine will arrive for a visit...   nice timing when Biden up to ears in *** 

👍

... he probably won't even notice the "addition"...
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tra9672
Joined On 7/5/2013 12:40:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amazing article Dr. Mercola! Share, share, share!
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m in Illinois so this is all very concerning but not surprising. I’m expecting another full lockdown soon.  They keep edging closer and

closer towards that. I fear this time will be more volatile considering the number of people who are simply tired of all this and want a

“normal” life.  How far will they go to try to make us get the jab?  My hope is more people stand up to this tyranny.  There is already an

employee shortage in the healthcare industry.  Now I fear it will be even greater with the individuals who don’t want to partake in this

experiment. How will this mandate affect the schools?  Will the kids have to go back to virtual because of a teacher shortage?  I prefer

my child not to be around a bunch of recently jabbed teachers. Thankfully he’s under the age (for now) of kids who can get the jab. I

know it’s only a matter of time before they expand the age.  

If our governor will mandate it for colleges I have no doubt he’ll expand that to younger kids as well. My sister works in the dental

Industry and is worried they’ll be next on the mandate list. She will quit before she gets the jab. It’s all about money and control.  The

censorship is what’s keeping the general public from knowing the truth. If you don’t know speciCcally what to search for online you

won’t Cnd it. I get tired of hearing all these commercials and news channels promoting the jab as “safe and effective” when it is neither.

 My parents are experiencing what I think are side effects from the jab. The elderly who are getting these jabs may not even realize

they’re having issues from it because some of the symptoms naturally occur in that age group anyway. They may think it’s a normal part

of aging. The jabs are just speeding up the process. Most of these individuals will be long gone before the long term side effects are

known therefore skewing the jab statistics.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There won't be a return to normal life. Not like it was before. The phrase "New Normal" should have clued them in. A lot seem to

enjoy fear and isolation though. The best hope for normal is dropping out to live with like minded people. It will mean lots of

material poverty and hard work. But we can breathe and hug and sing outside. In this scenario there is nothing tempting about

what the bad guys offer. Rather take my chances quietly, peacefully breaking away. I no longer use their platforms except

Amazon, YT, and gmail. I'm canceling my accounts for all but YT. I view stuff there without an account. I buy food directly from

farmers and our market or grow it myself. I will eat at small, local restaurants as long as they stay open. I'm learning to make and

mend my own everything. Food, clothing, shelter. Stick to what we need. Smiles, air, sunshine are free. When the government

bans us from enjoying them we have a real problem.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe the medical professionals who refuse to get the jab can join forces and form their own clinic.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Something to consider:  Article on "More Effective Vaccines with Injectible Hydrogel" published 16 Sep 2020

scitechdaily.com/more-effective-vaccines-with-injectable-hydrogel/  ... Funded by the Gates Foundation, Stanford School of Medicine

Immunity, Transplantation and Infection Seed Grant, and the National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship.

www.nutritruth.org/single-post/graphene-oxide-hydrogel-injecting-synth..  ... transhumanism "clinical trial" without informed consent?
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Still Here
Joined On 3/1/2008 4:26:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just when  you thought things coldn't get any worse!  So the process of identity authentication on the Vax Verify portal is to be handled

by Experian.  Remember them?  These are the idiots responsible for gigabytes of our personal information, including passwords, being

distributed round the dark web a few years ago.  This is not just guesswork - I still have the letter from them telling me I needed to

change all my passwords.  So as well as controlling where we can go and what we can do, they will almost certainly expose all of us to

an increased risk of fraud and identity theft.  What moron came up with that idea?
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM
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An evil one.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 11:08:04 AM
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Catonthehill
Joined On 4/16/2021 8:36:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is quickly becoming a reality for me in my life. CA state legislature is trying to get around the obvious rejection of a vaccine pass

by pulling TWO gut and amend bills, both had nothing to do with covid. In each bill they are stating everything that is in this article about

how basically you will have no life unless you comply. I am already Cghting my job about their imposed mandate and very well could

lose it.   What's worse are people like my Husband, who have no empathy for those of us who chose not to comply. He took the jab

because it was the "patriotic" thing to do, you know for the greater good. I asked him to support the cause of freedom of choice, to

research what is happening right now under his nose, and he says that it's not his problem. I stared at him with wide eyes and told him

that he and people like him who don't care about what is going on are the reason we are in this mess to begin with.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I found out that the CDC tried to make themselves able to arrest and force vaccinations on us back a few years ago when reading this

article that's 5 years old:   thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/healthcare/301432-the-cdc-is-being-bein..  Which leaves me thinking that

this Covid mania is all about proCt..... what a surprise..
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Sunfacejack1
Joined On 1/13/2021 6:30:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thales the same scumbags involved in Arms corruption with Jacob Zuma in South Africa. If they are involved in anything them

remember this cui bono.
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lazaromarono
Joined On 11/4/2015 10:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mass psychosis!! Americans are going down a big rabbit hole and they’re going to get what they deserve!! See you all in the funny

papers
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If us remaining humans can break off from this insanity a lot of us prefer segregation. We don't want to interact with these

masked, hysterical weirdos. They can use the vaxx pass to go to big box stores but they will still wear masks and avoid each

other. And things will fall apart as the boosters start really killing and crippling the stupid loons in large numbers till the NWO

leaps in to guide their willing chattel off to the Smart cities. The fools sold themselves and their children like livestock just to feel

safe from a gloriCed ou.  I wonder how many will care. Considering all the BS they have accepted and embraced I think they

prefer being miserable and scared.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know anyone who has died or even been really sick from covid, but today a friend told me her husband has been laid up for

three days with heart pains, yes, he got the jab, doctor says he has blood clots, she says "he's had them before, it's not the shot".

 So, I don't expect the data on VAERS to be correct as the faithful won't think the truth much less report it. Even my brother won't

report his daughter's premature delivery as it's not that uncommon.  People just can't believe it..... neither can I.
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JakeYoung
Joined On 7/24/2021 12:21:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a new stage in the War on Freedom.  An Illinois judge denies parental custody to a mom who cannot be vaxxed due to adverse

reactions.  The father did not even bring the complaint.  The judge unilaterally acted.

 www.chicagonow.com/life-tv-dinner/2021/08/cook-county-judge-strips-mot..
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What do you expect in IL
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Joined On 7/24/2021 12:21:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodiebrock12 -- I don't expect much.  I live in Illinois.  This is just an advanced look at how the rest of the country will be.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 11:33:10 AM
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This shouldn’t surprise me coming from Illinois but losing parental rights is a new low. My priority right  now is getting out of this

state of hell.  We don’t feel anything positive can come from staying here right now.
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Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So how many viewers of Fox News are fully vaccinated?  How many viewers of Tucker Carlson are fully vaccinated? I'd be willing to bet

it's greater than 60%.  The above piece by Carlson is an interesting study in mixing truth with propaganda.  He tells us that anyone

scared enough to wear a mask is a moron.  That's just plain wrong.  What he's doing is helping to manufacture the polarization that the

Rich and Powerful use to keep the public divided and easier to manipulate.  And they need to convince as many vaccine-hesitants to

switch to Fox as possible.
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Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People that think their mask ( facial security blanket) will stop this or any virus IS A MORON.  Didn't you hear that from the very

very beginning from Fauci himself?
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No, what Tucker is saying is TRUTH as a virus is 1,000 times smaller than the width of a strand of human hair.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Hgarner. Here is what I have told anyone who feels the need to let me know to wear a mask. I kindly and in a friendly tone ask

them to gather all the dat and science they feel shows that masks do as they believe and I will do the same and then meet for

coffee to compare. In 18 months not one person as taken me up on it. Interesting how so many "feel" they have the truth rather

than have IT! I challenge you now...show me your sources and do not tell me its something you have heard on any of the media

outlets...ANY of them. Just the science please. Deal? Maybe you are the one to change my ability to use my critical thought...
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe placebo was only in the trial participants?  Maybe different jabs had different ingredients as Ms. Kingston eluded to? I might be

off track, so please correct me if I'm wrong. Just like so many seeking answers to the fallout of this "wool over the eyes" that the

bystander is witnessing.
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article "Biocompatibility Considerations in the Design of Graphene Biomedical Materials" published 18 Apr 2019.

 doi.org/.../admi.201900229
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It's clear that the CDC is who is behind this.  IF they understand science, they understand that a respiratory diesease cannot be treated

with a vaccine, otherwise there would be a vaccine for the common cold...  The CDC partly owns the Moderna vaccine.  It's them who is

reimbursing hospitals for reported cases (9,000.usd), hospitalizations (19,000.usd) and deaths (39,000.usd).  They are driving up the

numbers. We need more nurses reporting the fraud like Abrien Aguirre from Hawaii did (who lost his job the next day)  watch him spill

the beans (short video) :  oh- Abrien also says he has seen 32 people die from the CDC Moderna jab...

www.bitchute.com/.../im8tqf0JtSPB  this link has been erased.. but this one works: www.bitchute.com/.../snvoNdcBzaAZ
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After reading all this and watching Dr Dan Stock - I feel quite certain that Trump did NOT get the vaccine.  He had just recovered from

covid and Dr. Dan Stock says people who have had it get 1-4 times worse reaction to the shot.  I just wonder why he tells us to get it..?
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I don't think Trump got the injection...he got monoclonal antibody treatment, I believe via IV infusion.
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Trump says he got it and he promotes it.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

JGB, ...Trump was also taking HCQ prophylactically. Gov. Ralph Northam, MD, of Va. told him to stop. Northam, on the way out

this November, is no Sen. Scott Jensen MD.
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I no longer trust Trump because of this.
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I also have a hard time trusting Trump because of this, I mean if I have Cgured it out, then there's no excuse for why Trump hasn't

stumbled upon the truth.
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jskwara
Joined On 5/18/2021 8:00:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can’t say too much here.... Fight against digital vaccine passports like you are Cghting for your life because you are.  Friends and

family will think it’s great idea. Educate them. Copy and paste this article into another document and save it.  If they don’t want to be

educated then you have a choice. Go along with digital passports and know that you being on this site will have you face severe

repercussions in the future or you have to end relationships to shock them into seeing the importance of how wrong they are.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Educating" people won't stop the passport system. Mercola keeps educating people. He can't stop it. Too many willful morons.

It's futile trying to reason with any of the selCsh, paranoid cowards. I won't feel bad when they start dying. I don't care about the

stuff I posted here. We're all in hot water no matter how you cut it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 12:21:08 PM
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rjagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM
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Just Cve years ago, I'd've said you're crazy if you said this, yet here we are on that path. I also would've thought anybody who told me

the US would grossly exaggerate a virus was crazy, too. If you told me a majority of the population would blindly believe the

exaggeration, that I would have believed. While many individuals are smart, when you group people together, they tend to be dumber

than dirt.
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ustarget
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:16:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's the holocaust of our time ... jab formula is constantly changing ... boosters will eventually kill us all. The last to die will be the great

inouencers that were compromised by mass surveillance.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Using the Holocaust metaphor, who counts as Jewish? The people used in this massive medical experiment? Or those banned

from McDonalds?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 12:23:04 PM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just heard a new PSA on radio this morning put out by the DHS with some Dr. LeVine saying the DHS recommends those with natural

immunity should get the injection. What Doctor who has even a smidgen of understanding of Immunology 101 would ever suggest such

a thing. Although, I was not surprised hearing it and was waiting for the PSA messages to be tweaked to say this at this point in the

agenda. They know over 150 million plus of us have far superior natural immunity and cannot stand it since natural immunity is FREE.

For a Dr. to Knowingly to indoctrinate humanity with this false narrative is criminal and they should lose their license...
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hearing this recommendation at the beginning of the vaccine rollout was when I woke up and realized something was not right.  I

began my research, cancelled my vaccine appointment and have been watching in horror at everything that has unfolded this

year.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 11:01:56 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Zero accountability!
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Joined On 8/9/2021 7:41:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I learned Crsthand that vaccinated people are spreaders. My son attended a business meeting consisting only of vaccinated people,

where he caught Covid and then learned that there was later an outbreak among those attending. He gave Covid to me, and although he

got sicker (he's unvaccinated and I am), he recovered in less than a week and tested negative, whereas it took me 2 1/2 weeks to test

negative. We followed Dr. Zelenko's protocol, and neither of us got seriously ill. It just makes sense that if you vaccinate huge numbers

of people, you are creating your own population of "typhoid Marys."
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had something strange happened to me the other day. I’m unjabbed. I went into the oTce to work and two jabbed colleagues

were also there and their cubicles are right beside me. then I had a three hour meeting in a closed boardroom with my director

who is fully jabbed. So that’s a lot of “hanging around” people that are jabbed. near the end of my meeting with my Director I had

a gallbladder attack right in the middle the day. Now granted they've been happening more frequently for me but usually at night

and I have never had one during the day.  Is it at all possible that my exposure to spike proteins worked that fast to inoame my

gallbladder at an unusual time of day? I Cnd it very strange. Also Canadians — we need to reach out to each other, become

friends on here , and build a network. I’m from Ontario.
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jasper462000
Joined On 7/26/2018 8:28:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately most of the population has been conditioned to accept vaccine passports. Immunizing during a pandemic is a big

mistake. Therapeutics are the best way to go. Now we will be stuck with mutated strains of this virus for the foreseeable future.
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amdejong
Joined On 8/27/2009 2:37:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m curious if the RNA vaccines are safer? Novavaxx is one I’ve been hearing that has less side effects.
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Elleanee
Joined On 11/12/2008 5:55:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NONE are safe. NONE are effective... unless by effective you mean effectively deadly.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It probably will have graphene oxide like the others. The RNA will still interact with your RNA.
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mercolizing
Joined On 3/4/2013 12:45:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1)If Mr. Greenwald did his homework and listened to the scientists? Which ones? Had he really done it he would have gotten a much

different picture.   2)  The irony here, or the great deception is the tests only Cnd CORONA, not COVID. we all have corona antibodies

because we all have had a ou or cold.  Buy Lysol spray, it kills it.   3) I had a dear friend who had regular pneumonia. Went to the

hospital. They insanely gave him the covid shot which contains the virus. So what is a virus going to do? Invade the weak tissues of the

organism. So, they gave him covid pneumonia. I watched on the sidelines because only family could visit. They put him on the

ventilators (a death sentence) and proceeded to kill him.  4)  I tell people who I see wearing masks that they don't work. They all insist

that yes they do. When the side affects start really showing up in a year or two none of them are going to connect what this shot did to

there immune system and they will line up for shot after shot, never understanding that their own immune systems would have done

100% better, and instead will blame it on the unvaxxed. Notice no one gets that the ou is gone?  5)  The "vaccine" was actually patented

as "experimental gene therapy" NEVER as a vaccine.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even the Veterinarian I used to work for knew that you NEVER vaccinate someone who is currently ill!  Vaccines are designed to

challenge your immune system, so giving a shot to someone whose immune system is already being challenged is totally

irresponsible!  Even if your friend did have covid, the shot would not have helped as it takes time for it to have a beneCcial effect.
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Sta15961
Joined On 7/15/2017 10:49:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They're not linked to credit scores. But they are linked to ufo's.
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Jojoda
Joined On 8/15/2020 7:00:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the UK, thanks to the work of these guys: mobile.twitter.com/.../1419968605593247760  anyone can be exempt from vaccine

passes.  I used it to get into a Tom Jones concert last week.

www.nhsx.nhs.uk/covid-19-response/using-the-nhs-covid-pass/#exemptions
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hiya, Sorry to be off topic, but how was Tom Jones? The last time I heard him I was blown away at how great he sounded at his

age...just wondering if he still sounds phenomenal...
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Jojoda
Joined On 8/15/2020 7:00:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lol, yes his voice is amazing and if anything has improved over the years. His chest is huge and I guess he's trained and

practiced to use it to get the timbre that makes his voice so phenomenal. It was held in a courtyard at Hampton Court which

made for a special atmosphere. I'd read some reviews which said the show was all his new album, but on the night he threw in

plenty of old favourites to make for a classic show.  And I grew to like the new material more listening to him sing than I had

listening to the album prior to the show.  He is a real star and engaged with the audience all evening. At 81, he's a little doddery

on his feet, the guy in front of me rather cruelly suggested that it looked like he had piles, but he was still able to throw a few

moves. No knickers on the stage at the end of the show though. God bless Tom Jones.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks much for the reply...seems like Tom is a great example and inspiration  to all of us to just keep on moving (and

singing)..:0) Such a great talent!
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will not give up my freedom or my privacy for anyone or anything including a virus. Thanks.
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jasperberrington
Joined On 8/15/2021 2:24:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Guillermou for your continuous insight and additional supportive info via links.0
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is China's way... not ours.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nope, China is the convenient fall guy.... it's the CDC who is behind this fraud.  Bill Gates is funding them and Fauci is the mouth

piece, he also was the engineer who instructed China to make the virus. Funny, you know China isn't to blame as they aren't

making any money off this!
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CharlotteRuse
Joined On 6/24/2021 4:49:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't follow the science follow the: fascism,  neo-feudalism, and serfdom.  Below are two "must see videos" Clmed more than a decade

ago.  www.youtube.com/watch   Russo describes the upcoming totalitarianism as being communist, but I see it as a capitalist

dictatorship. www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Tgk7YH5PyM&t=541s&ab_channel=Apologet..   The Rockefeller's are advocates of

Malthusian Eugenicism.
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van2797
Joined On 3/15/2021 9:08:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, "capitalist dictatorship" is a good term. I have been calling it "oligarchic fascism," primarily because I believe there to be a

"spiritual" component as an over-arching  "raison d'etre" (sorry for using that, but it's the only term I can think of that Cts).  And of

course the spiritual component has nothing to do with the Judeo/Christian God of the bible.
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cybersoul
Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get the TRUE FACTS - https://www.nojabforme.info  ... THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  ~

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..
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oldbiker562
Joined On 6/14/2021 12:17:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the illness is in the clot shot .
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You just made my day with that.  From here forward "it" shall be known as The Clot Shot!  LOL
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Clot Shot is championed by Herr Klot Swab. Of the Fourth Industrial Reich. The guy looks like a James Bond villain minus the

cat. A cat would be too humanizing I guess.
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thornegraczyk
Joined On 8/10/2021 1:36:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.europereloaded.com/jab-remorse-dr-jane-ruby-on-the-blood-of-the-va..
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scanning & Transmission Electron Microscopy Reveals Graphene Oxide in CoV-19 Vaccines: Phase Contrast Microscopy, Transmission

and Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy Reveal the Ingredients in the CoV-19 Vaccines!

www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-gr..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, lilitu_adamah, an enlightening conCrmation. We know that a few months ago Dr. Jane Ruby joined Stew Peters to

discuss a scientiCc report from the School of Engineering of the University of Almería in Spain entitled "Detection of graphene

oxide in aqueous suspension: observational study in optical and electron microscopy ", Where each PCzer injection dose was

found to" contain 6 ng of RNA and 747 ng of graphene oxide, which is 99.103% of the drug.

She says: “These graphene sheets that the researchers found in the PCzer bottle, when they enter your system and when they

begin to penetrate your cells, they have a lipid nanoparticle that pushes them into your cells, they generate oxidative stress ... “It

literally destroys everything inside the cell. It explodes the mitochondria. Create a situation where the body is in a Cre truck with

10 alarms and inoammation, cytokines, chemokines. This incredibly violent… inoammatory storm comes in and has a particular

aTnity to create acute inoammation of the lungs, it creates an inoammatory storm in heart tissue and brain tissue.

There are scientists and doctors who do not agree with the results of the Spanish study. In a video it is said that a vial will be

taken to the justice for conCrmation of it. More information in the links:

www.globalresearch.ca/video-graphene-oxide-a-toxic-substance-in-the-vi..  (July 17, 2021) ~

www.globalresearch.ca/actual-contents-inside-pCzer-vials-exposed/5749..  (July 7, 2021) ~

www.globalresearch.ca/graphene-oxide-detection-aqueous-suspension/5749..  (July 8, 2021) ~

www.globalresearch.ca/selected-articles-graphene-oxide-actual-contents..  (July 8, 2021)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Graphene and magnetite are known to be common components in nanoparticles used in the pharmaceutical industry. Some

examples: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33212875  ~ pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33298980  ~ pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31852794

 The use of graphene in nanomaterials has reported safety and toxicity problems, including inducing apoptosis (cell suicide),

damaging DNA, changing the cytoskeleton. For instance: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33808775  and

 pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30453526  

This connects with a report by Dr. Mercola on the synergy of vectors that enhance mortality and disease that connects the

manipulations of vaccines with the toxic situation of biodiversity and the pathologies of an unhealthy humanity. Unfortunately,

the deaths, diseases of the vaccines and toxic and ineffective treatments will enhance the economic and social crisis, and the

poor will celebrate a funeral, while the proCts of the corrupt elites will grow. Big Pharma sees in this pandemic the potential

alternative to the use of toxic drugs and vaccines with gene therapy and pollutants that create a synergy that, as reported by Dr.

Mercola, causes deaths and potentiates chronic and degenerative diseases.

Natural resources and protocols with effective medicines that would avoid vaccines are being neglected. Only increasing proCts,

monopolizing theft and disease that serve the vicious cycle of destruction and the tyranny of corrupt elites, Big Pharma has

subdued the institutions of "health" to destroy the vitamin and herbal supplement industry. . Corrupt institutions have become a

traitor and an enemy of the people in their criminal efforts to take down the only natural health business that has actually shown

positive results. Big Pharma has tried to offer the fascist-fueled army of 100,000 FDA Gestapo agents what is healthier and good

for people in order to eliminate our choice about our own personal care.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo and all... Graphene also has some semiconductor properties that might be useful if individuals were to be chipped.  it

could also be used in frequency transmission for mind control.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond, graphene can be helpful, as the link reports, but as long as it is not injected into people with a vaccine.

www.graphenea.com/pages/graphene-uses-applications#.YSoino77RRY
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gh`nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great post, thank you. Not sure if my low level intelligence is interpreting this correctly; but I see it as scientiCc proof that indeed

the vaccine has multiple layers of intent. Control world population, eliminate certain elements of humans and looking at the

broad picture, some deaths are just collateral damage. In my narrow mind of conspiracy this conCrms to me that those above the

average citizen are not being injected with this morbid crap. Even without the mathematical answer to the question I asked

yesterday, the overall physical result of none to minuscule numbers of the self appointed deities being harmed by these

injections speaks for itself. But, great read.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rense.com/.../graphene-oxide-is-toxic-to-human-blood.pdf

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 8:34:33 AM
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

humansarefree.com/2021/07/graphene-based-brain-control-technology-is-r..  "…we know that precisely N-acetylcysteine or

glutathione itself degrades graphene oxide. That is why we think that we probably hit directly on the causative or etiological

agent of the disease." Could this be why N-acetylcysteine is inexplicably disappearing from the market?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 11:00:44 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take a break from stress.  If you need a bit of humor, watch the Crst few minutes of this about how women can pack their make up in a

bug-out bag... because it is important to look beautiful when you are bugging out.  Only the person who made this video is serious! I

think a better case can be made for not looking beautiful (rape) and looking unobtrusive like the "gray man".  Anyway, this is good for

chuckles.  This does point out the problem of image and social conditioning, though. Emergency Preparedness: Feminine Hygiene -

YouTube: www.youtube.com/watch
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debdelarosa7gmail.com
Joined On 3/1/2021 8:34:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What you are missing is the fact that these people are crypto jews and have plans to get rid of all those who are not the Talmud

Kabbalah loving mystic jews so that they can rule the world; I kid you not!  This is the big pink elephant in the room and if you don't start

dealing with it now, you won't know what hit you in the future.  Are you familiar with the Noahide laws?  Well, how about this:

 www.bitchute.com/.../0QGwBpcWPv4y  and this:  www.bitchute.com/.../lz6BYjD5xbvv  and this:  www.bitchute.com/.../SgtGDUvvBino

 Three different sources.... do your research now while you can.  The pastors have sold out the churches for their "corporate business"

and we need to know who the real commie wolves are.
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

America was a socio-economic experiment, launched hundreds of years ago by ... "Founders", EXACTLY FOR THIS PURPOSE, that is, the

one we see now materializing: a human farm !!  I know it sounds sinister, but those behind the scenes are not human, and they have no

empathy and consider people as objects for personal use or, worse, as a source of food - but not just mentally and  emotional.  In

addition to all this, these entities have a life span of thousands of years.  America is and was a colony, a playground for these creatures

of hell.  Take a look at Australia: a colony formed for the same purpose!  Similarities?  Wake up !!
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Australia was formed as a penal colony..... and they are once again a penal colony.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Bible talks about unembodied spirits. Interesting so many facilitating this have ties to Satanism and many occult symbols

are used. And even rubbed in our noses. Literally. Those cloth face masks are used in Luciferian rituals while they stand 6 feet

apart.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/28/2021 12:38:39 PM
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pjs5658
Joined On 4/21/2015 8:44:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

please help me..i so very much want to Cght this..please are there others out there that will protest with me against vaccine passports!!

or does someone  know where i can join others in this basic freedom/Cght for oying/travel. also want to stand up over the injustice

lunacy against mercola and others!! jacksonville oa ... mercola you are the TRUTH.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can check Reiner Fuellmich on Rumble, Bitchute, or YouTube, Leslie Manookian www.youtube.com/watch , Thomas Renz:

www.bitchute.com/.../wp3fPUQ09Kuy . If you live in Florida, you are lucky but everybody who lives in the blue state must Cnd

solutions on how to stane sane and healthy.
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amdejong
Joined On 8/27/2009 2:37:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another question is if I absolutely have to take a vaccine to work or go to the grocery store, which is the “safest” and what supplements

can I take to lessen the potential side effects?
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van2797
Joined On 3/15/2021 9:08:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe Dr. Mercola may have addressed this somewhere. I have been following this protocol as suggested by others (medical

professionals--names elude me at this time). First, I had my Vitamin D level tested (I was found to be close to deCcient at 26.3

ng/ml).  Many have suggested that one should be at 45 ng/ml to 60 ng/ml (Some believe even higher). So, I have been taking,

daily: 4000--10000 iu D3, along with selenium--100mcg, zinc--20 mg, quercetin--600 mg, NAC--600mg, Vitamin C--500 (should

be much higher, have not yet done so).  Reduce sugar and other inoammatory foods/beverages. None of this is recommended by

me--I am merely sharing what I have been doing, based on what I consider to be sound advice. You can Cnd a lot of material

online. I had the Moderna vaccine in April/May--fortunately no side effects as of yet.
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lesleybethune
Joined On 10/3/2015 6:30:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Welcome to Australia:  www.abc.net.au/news/2021-08-27/nsw-school-return-date-announced-with-n..  Does anyone know if taking

lumbrokinase at the time of vaccination (or, indeed, if you got Covid) would help with clotting, both the micro (as has been mentioned in

Dr Mercola articles, as a result of the spike protein) and the larger clots due to thrombocytopenia (AztraZeneca* vaccine)?  Dr M has

had a few articles on what you can take to protect yourself if you're forced to have a vaccine, but this hasn't been mentioned.

*AstraZeneca is not an mRNA vaccine - many in Aust are getting this one, and pretty much all of the UK.
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loads2
Joined On 12/22/2020 11:44:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Joseph, please could you provide a link in these articles to a doc just with the words where I can simply select all, copy and paste on to

LinkedIn
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mnpearl
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:15:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can download the pdf at the top of the article.  Does that help?
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lesleybethune
Joined On 10/3/2015 6:30:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, mnpearl - it's certainly helped me - I've been copying and pasting for ages and never realised that PDF icon was

there!!!
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